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Young Wild West a t the Widow's Claim
OR, ARIETIA'S BRAVE DEFENSE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-The Widow's Claim.
Seated on a rock near a good-sized tent, close
to the foot of a steep, rocky bank, one afternoon
a few years ago, were a woman, and a little
girl who might have been ten or twelve years of
aQ'e. Both were attired in black, though their
• costumes were anything but elaborate. Traces of
weeping could be clearly seen upon their faces,
and to find them in such wild surroundings and
in that state would have attracted the attention
of any one who chanced to pass by on the rough
mountain trail.
The scene was in the mountains of southern
Colorado, and a -glance at the land lying close
to the tent would have told any one that it was
what is called a claim, for there were evidences
of where the earth had been dug up in many
places, and fiftv feet from the tent a good-sized
hole had been dug into the bank. Mining implements were to be seen there, too, and at the
other side of the tent a lean-to shack sheltered
an Indian pony, which was just then busy chewing a few handfuls of hay the - little girl had
brought it but a short time before. For the space
of ten minutes the two sat in silence. Then t4e
little girl arose and said:
"Mamma, there is no use worrying about it.
We'll never see father again, that's certain; for
when he was buried this afternoon that was the
last of him. He told us just before he died that
we must try and get out what gold-dust there is
here, and then we could have money" enough
to go somewhere else and live pretty easy. You
know where the nail-ke~ i'S buried that is nearly
half-full of nuggets and dust, and you have got
to jtet over this and fight it out. Pop had to
let a big- rock ,fall on him, and that's all there
is to it. He couldn't help it, of course, and he
suffered so much pain the two days he lived after
the accident that he seemed almost glad when
the doctor from Maxl~y•s Flat told him he could
not live but an hour or two. Maybe if we had
P'0t the doctor before we might have saved him,
but I don't think so, for both his legs were
crushed."
'Phe child might have gone on and said more,
but just then her mother fell into a fit of weeping. But it did not last long. No doubt the
words of her daughter had cheered her. She

arose from the rock and walked to the tent .
It was late in the afternoon of a day in the
early fall, and the widow seemed to regard it as
necessary to get something to eat for her child,
even though she had no appetite herself.
Her husband, Joe Smith, a sturdv man, willing
to work and fight his way -through the world, had
come to Maxley's Flat less than a year befo:?:e
the opening of our story. He persevered faithfully until he struck a good claim that was located on the mountainside, i>bout two miles from
the minipg camp, which was ouite a place in
its way, for it contained a big store, a hotel, two
saloons and a barber shop, not speaking of a
score or more of shanties and twice that many
tents where the miners made their habitation.
While Smith had not exactly struck it rich, he
was not long in discovering .·that he was in a
fair way to accumulate considerable wealth.
When he became fully satisfied on this point
he had sent for his wife and child to come over
and stay there with him until he accumulated
enough to quit the place, and live without working hard any longer. Ann, his wife, and Susie,
the child, had been with him scarcely a month
when the accident mentioned by the little girl
had happened.
The little girl got a pail. Then she turned her
footsteps toward a brook that trickled not far
distant, and a few minutes later she was giving
the mustang a drink. Her father had bought
the animal for her, and Su~ie took a great deal
of pride in it, though if she had tried to sell
him the mustang would not have brought more
than forty dollars at the most, fo" he had really
seen his best days. The girl petted him a lot
when he was through drinking, and received a
gentle rub from his nozzle in return. The mustang showed signs of being grateful, anyhow,
even though, no doubt, he had lived under hard
owners.
Susie remained there quite a little while, and
then as she turned to go back to the tent close
to which was her mother over the fire she had
kindled, she saw two men ascending the slope
from the direction of Maxley's Flat, the mining
camp. Her eyes dilated.as she paused and looked
at them, and then an expression of uneasiness
promptly showed itself on her face.
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"Uncle Horace and Lick Barber," she said,
half aloud. "I wonder. what they are cominghere for? Pop never liked either of them though
p~cle Ho~ace claims to be a very irood ~n. and
1s preaching all the time to the miners to try
and make them mend their ways. But pop always said he didn't mean what he said, and that
he was a t:r;icky rascal. Mamma!" and she at
once raised her voice and started toward the
widow. "See who's coming."
Mrs. Smith paled slightly when she saw them.
"I suppose," she said, after a short silence,
"that the man they call Uncle Horce is coming
up here to offer his sympathv to us."
It was the regular mountain trail .that led
from a good-sized tent twenty miles away into
Maxley's Flat that the two men were walking
up now. The trail itself was not more than fifty
yards from the claim that had been left to his
widow by_ Joe Smith when he died. The man
called Uncle Horace was rather short and stout.
A scraggy beard adorned his face, and a pair
of gray, shifty eyes would have been apt to make
a close observer think that he was inclined to
be tricky. He wore the usual costume of an
orainary miner, and so did his companion, Lick
Barber. But Lick, as everybody called him, was
something of a giant in stature. He was over
six feet, broad-shouldered, and had a big scar
running across his forehead. He, too, wore a
scraggv beard on his face and he looked very
much like a villain of the worst type. The two
men took their time about getting up the hill,
and once they reached the level ground that lay
for a short distance between the trail and the
camn on the claim they hurried a little and soon
stood before the widow and her daughter.
"It's mighty hard on yer, Mrs. Smith," Uncle
Horace said, looking as solemn as an owl and
shaking his head. "I'm awful sorry about it,
'cause him an' me was great friends."
·
"It is hard," the widow answered, somewhat
coldly. "But I am going to do my best and bear
it. Susie has spoken in such an encouraging way
that I know 'I will be able to keep things going
here a while until we can get ready to go back
to our old home."
"You ain't thinkin' of stayin' here, are yer?"
"Yes, that was pop's last wish. There is quite
a little dust that can be got out yet, and with
Susie's assistance I will be able to do it. I have
learned all about washing out gold, you know,
even though I haven't been here very long."
"Well, .Mrs. Smith, I'm afraid you won't do
much washin' out gold, not on this claim, anyhow," spoke up Lick Barber, an evil grin on his
face as he said the words.
"Lick is tellin' the truth, Mrs. Smith," Uncle
Horace added, auickly, and again he acted very
much as thoug:h he. was awfully sorry.
"What do you- mean?" the widow asked, rather
sh~rply, her pale face growine even whiter.
"Git down to business, Uncle," Barker said,
curtly, as he nudged his companion. "There ain't
no use in beatin' around the bush. Tell them
an' have done with it."
"You see, Mrs. Smith," Uncle Horaca said, falteringly, "Joe sold this claim to Lick Barber here,
jest two days afore he died. He said as how he
didn't want vou an' the kid to know nothin'
about it. Lick o:iid him the full pr;ce in gold, an'

he sent it away with the stage-coach the next
day, so it could be put in the bank in Durango.
H~ meant to give you an' the kid a bi1t- surpris~, I know, 'cause he got a big pile of money
for 1t. He-"
"I don't believe a word of it!" declared Susie
Smith, stamping her foot and looking at the
sp~aker with flashing eyes. "Pop never sold the
claim at all. He told mamma just what he wanted done onlv a short time before he died. I
gues3 if he had sold the claim he would have
spoken about it then. You're not telling the
truth, Uncle Horace."
"Hush, child!" the hypocrite exclaimed, sternly,
shaking his finger at her. "You shouldn't talk
like that. I have never told a lie in my life.
I have always been tryinl? to do good, and I
thought I was doing good now. I was standing right by when your father sold the claim
to Lick Barber. He· would have come an' took
possession right away, but it happened that your
father got hurt an' then he lingered for a couple
of days, so I told Lick it was best to wait until
_after he was buried. That bein' done now it's
proper an' riS?ht for him ter come an' take' possession."
The widow had been listeninJr to all that was
said, but as the last woros were uttered she started back and would have fallen had not Susie
caught her by the arm and steadied her.
"Don't you believe it, mamma," the little girl
declared.
"Take me in the tent. I feel ill," came the
trembling: reply.
"All right, mamma. But don't you go and
faint just because Uncle Horace has been t elling that big lie. You know as well as I do that
pop never sold the c1aim. These two men think
they can make us believe it so we will leave
and then Lick Barber will come here and get
what gold-dust there is left. But he shall not
have it. He can't show any paper to the effect
that pop sold the claim to him, and I know it."
The two men looked at each other and both
shrugged their shoulders uneasilv at this. It was
evident that the child had spoken the truth as far
as their having any paper to show that the
transaction had been made. Susie led her mother
into the tent, and then came out. Foldinl? her
arms across her breast, she looked defiantly at
the two rascals, and said:
"You had better go away now. You ought to
know better than to come here and try to make
trouble for poor mamma. I don't count myself,
because you can't make trouble for me. I won't
have it. The men said right after poo was buried
that this was the widow's claim, and that's what
i•;'s going to be. I am her child, and I am gom2'
to help her keep it, too, until we get ready to
leave here. Now then, Uncle Horace, you go· on
awav and take the bad man with you."
"The kid needs a good slap in the face!" Lick
Barber spoke up just then.
"She sartinly does," Uncle Horace declared, for
the rascal had now thrown off his mask completely and was glaring savagely at the girl.
"Come here, you little vixen," Barber exclaimed, as he took a step toward the girl.
But she stood defiantlv before him, not movinJr
an inch.
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"If you dare to touch me I will !!'o in and g-et
pop's gun and shoot you!" she cried.
"You will, eh? I'll show yoi1 that you ain't
goin' ter run thing-s around here~ This claim belong-s to me, an' you an' your mother has g-ot till
ts-morrow mornin' ter pack un an ' g-it awav."
Then he seizf'd her bv the should "!r and shook
· her rou~hly. It hurt her n'lt a little, so Susie
.screamed. The clatter of hoofs sonnded .inst then
along- the trail that r ~n past th em. The two
villains looked in that directionJ and Uncle
Horace said: · •
"Who's comin'. I wonder? It's a Ii-ttle too early
for ·the stag-e-coach."
"It ain't the stage-coach," was the replv . while
Barber still clutched the g-irl by the shoulder.
"But I don't know as it makes any difference who
it is. This claim is mine, an' if any one wants
te:r interfere they'll find out they've made a bigmistake."
Nearer sounded the hoofbeats. and when she
saw a dashing--looking boy riding- a sorrel horse
at full speed directly towa rd the tent. Susie
screamed as th@UP"h the villain was hurtin'\" her,
thoug-h the fact was that he was not just then.
"Help! heln!" she shouted.
Angered at what he considered her audacity,
Lick Barber g-ave her a push that sent her to
the ground. and then turned to leave the spot,
following- Uncle Horace, who had already started.
" H old on . there!" a voice called odt, and then
, the bcv rcde swiftlv to the Sj:!ene and broug-ht
bi s hcr se to a halt.
BeRind him came two more r iders, one a boy
and one a man with Jong. black hair· and a mustache of the sf!me hue. The latter seemP,cl' to be
very Q.TIJ?ry a1~ d had a revolver in his hand . which
he did not hesitate to turn toward the two villains .
"What is g-oing- on here?" the boy on the &orrel
asked, in a cool and easy way, as he brushed
back the long-, Jig-ht chestnut hair that was hang·ing- down over his shoulder s.
"Oh! oh!" cried Susie. who had got upon her
feet and was now turnine· to the spot, ''I am so
g-lacd somebodv came, T hese men are t r ying- to
take the claim away from mamma and me. Pop
wa s buried to-day, and Lick Barber sa ys he
boug-ht t he claim, and bas told mamma and me
that we mus t leave here by to·-morrow mornin r.:.'
"Well, boys, what do vou t hink of that?" the
boy a s'ked, showing- no little surpr ise, as he turned to the two who had halted close to him.
"The lo@ks of them two g-a loots is enough ter
prove that the · kid has told the truth," the man
answered, a s he ma de a t hr ea tening- move with
hi s ' revolve1· at Uncle Horace. "My fin ger is
itchin' ter pull the trhrger, an' blamed if I
wouldn't like ter put a bullet through that sneakin' coyote's g-izzard !"
·
"T.urn that weapon the otber way, please," the
h ypocrite called out. "I am a good man, an' I'm
tryin' to do good wherever I g-o. Don't let your
passion g-it the best of you, stranger. Put the
gun away."
"Shet up, you snivelin' sneak!" came the sharp
retort. "I've a notion ter make yer dance right
where you're standin'."
It was just then that more riaers came around
a bend in the trail. There were five of them,
two: being young g-irls, one a -young woman, an~
the other two typical Chinamen, who were lead-
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ing a couple of well-loaded pack-horses behind
them.
Lick Barber $bowed p]ainlv that he wante::l to
get away, but Uncle Barber seemed to have decided to trv and make the strangers believe that
he really was a good man, and that he would
not harm., anything, even a fly. He started to
talk in this strain. but the man with the revolver in his hand quickly sto ed him again.
Susie'v face was lir.:hted up with joy now. for it
seemed to please her immensely to see the two
men act in such a ·friR'htened way.
""Mamma! .mamma!" she cried, "come out here.
I g 1 ess Lick Barber won't take the claim from
us. Somebody has come who will help us, I am
sure·. What's your name, please?" and she turned
to the bov with the long, lig-ht hair. "I want
t o tell mamma."
· "That's Young- Wild West," the man with the
black hair answPred, quickly. "Maybe vou have
heard of him, sis ."
"Yes, yes!" a,"'l d the child clapped her hands
and fairly danced with joy. "Pop was talking
about him only last week. He saw him once in
Durango."
Then she ran swiftlv to t he timt apd the next
minute came out, follow ed bv the widow.
"Young V/ild West has come her--e, mamma,
~nd he is going- to stop Lick Barber and Uncle
Horace from taking the claim away from us;
You know something- about Young Wild We,;t.
Pop was talking about him. He iE the boy who
never lets rascals get the best of honest people.
He is the Champion Deadshot of the West, too.
Oh1 oh! isn't it great? We ar~ saved, mamma,
we are saved!"
The widow had brightened up wonderfully, and
as she came forward Uncle Horace turned pleadingly to the man with the g-un and said:
"Let me go, won't you? I'm mighty sorry
about this here thing, but Lick Barber here said
as how he had bought the claim afore Joe Smith
died. an' I took his word for it."
"Hear him lie!" Susie cried, her eves flashing-.
"A little while ago he said he was i-ight there
when .pop sold the claim. Now he says he wasn't,
an' that he only took Lick Barber's word.''
· Young Wild West, for it was no other than the
famous young- deads110t and Bob Her·o abQU.t
whom so much has been written, looked half angrily at the two men.
"What have y'bu fellows been trying to do?"
he demanded. "Taking advantage of a poor
widow and her little girl, are you? You want
to drive them ~way from this claim, do you?
Well, I reckon you have made a mighty big- mistake. Now, then, I want you to acknowledge
,rig-ht away that this was a put-up job, and that
you t:ried to make the widow believe the claim
has been sold by her husband before he died.
Hurry up .now. Speak · out, or lead is going to
fly.''
Out came a revolver, and the muzzle turned
toward Lick Barber.
"Don't shoot, Young Wild West!" he called
out, pleading-Jy. "Let me alone. I'll admit it's
a fraud. Joe Smith never sold me the claim at
all. I'm mighty sorry. Don't shoot, please, ·'cause
I've heard that you never pull a trig•ger unless
somethin'. drops. I don't want ter drop; let me
go." . .
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"Light out, then, and see how quick you can
run down that hill."
Barber gave a start, and for a moment stood
perfectly still. But when he realized that he
was at liberty to go, he started · away on a run.
Uncle Horace promptly started after him, and
then a sharp report rang out and his hat flew
from his head. It was Young Wild West who
had fired the shot and Susie screamed with delight.
"Madam," the boy said, when the two villains
had disappeared from view behind a group of
trees at the side of the trail, "I reckon we came
along just in time to give you a little help: If
you have no objections, we will pitch our camp
right here."
"Objections! Why, I am only too glad to have
you do so," was the re1>ly.
"All right, then. I suppose the mining camp
isn't far from here, anyhow, so we may as well
stop here as anywhere else. Anyhow, it seems
that ypu need a little protection. You are living
heer alone with the little girl, are you?"
"Yes, my husband died and was buried this
afternoon," and the widow at once began weeping.
"Come on, you two ChinamP.n!" the bov cried,
starting frcm her, while the fema le members of
the pa rty at once ran forward to comfort Mrs.
Smith.
Then active preparations were soon being made
to camp there for the night.

CHAPTER IL-Hop Starts Some Trouble.
Young Wild West and his fri end<; had come
upon the trail that led to Maxley's Flat earlv in
the afternoon. Knowing that it would fetch
them out somewhere, and expecting to reach a
mining camp or settlement by nightfall. they
had followed it and, as luck would have it, t he y
were near enough to the widow's claim to hear
the cries of little Susie Smith when the villain
seized her in such a rough fashion.
By the time Wing, the cook, had a kettle of
coffee steaming over the fiie near the two tents
that had been erected, the widow was able to
smile, and she unhesitatingly told the girls all
about herself and what had happened since she
had arrived at Maxley's Flat.
"You need have no fear, Mrs. Smith," Arietta
declared, positively. "Wild will take g-reat pleasure in helping you out. This man you call Uncle
Horace is nothing more than a hypocritical
scoundrel. - I could tell that the moment I heard
him speak. The other man is nothing- but a common ruffian of the ignorant t ype. He wouldn't
stop at anything to gain his point, of course, for
he really knows no better. But see how cowardly they ·were when Wild took them to task."
"It was really wonderful," the widow declared,
earnestly. "But I do hope they will take a
lesson from it and not try to bother me again.
How they could ever be so mean as to try and
take the claim away from me I can't under;tand. The idea of poor Joe selling the claim
mknown to me. · They meant to rob his widow
•.nd orphan, and such men ought to be punished."
"Thev will get their punishment, all right, see

if they don't," Arietta declared. "T am w P.11
satisfied that they will not heed the less on, and
that means that they are bound to get their iust
deserts. They can't trifle with Young Wild West
and his partners, vou know."
The fire the widow had kindled had almost
J;?one out during the excitement. As she started
to rekindle it and get a blaze J;?oing S'o she
might prepare supper for herself and child, Anna
touched her g-ently on the arm and said:
"I woµldn't do that if I were you. Suppose
you and your little girl have supper with us tonight?"
"I-I don't like to do that," the woman faltered. "It is i,mposing on you, I think."
"No, it isn't. We have plenty and you are
welcome to it. I hardlv think you feei in the
mood to cook supper, anyhow. Now, just let
that fire go out. Don't put any more wood on
it."
Then Arietta and Eloise joined in urging her,
and she quicklv gave way. Susie was delighted
about it, and she fairly clapped her hands. She
ran .over to the spot where our friends had erected
the two tents and got very busy talking to Hop
and Wing, who both smiled at her and seemed
pleased.
"Mamma," she said, when the widow came over
to her, "see what nice Chinamen they have here.
I never saw any who were exactly as nice as
these are."
"They must be nice Chinamen, or Young Wild
West wouldn't have them with him,'; the mother
answered.
"Me velly nicee Chinee, so be," Hop spoke up,
smiling blandly at her. "Mv blother allee samee
foolee Chinee," and he nodded to Wing. who .at
once frowned and shook his head angrily. "My
blother no likee me say lat,'' Hop went on. "But
me no care. He no knowee velly muchee. He
velly muchee foolee."
No doubt Wing would have made some sort
of retort that would not have been altogether
pleasing to Hop, but he seemed to have enough
sense to remain silent in the presence of the
widow.
"Aren't thev funn y, m.amma ?" little Susie a sked. "They don't quarrel, either, do they? Why,
·
that one just called · the other a fool."
"Lat allee light, mis ee," Wing said. nodding
and smiling at her. "Me no care whattee• my
blother sa y."
"That's right; don't you notice him. I think
you are the nicest of the two. What is your
na me ?"
"Me namee Win i?' Wah, so be."
"'Nini? Wa h! Isn't t hat a funn v name ?"
"Me namee· H oo Wah," Hoo spoke up, quickly.
"Me vell y smartee Chinee. Me makee velly nicee
lillee plesent fo r um l llee g al pletty soonee. Me
gleat m 2g ician."
Wing frowned , for he could ea sily guess th at
·he would soon be laid in the shade if Hop started in oerforming his clever tricks. . The girls
soon came up and joined in the conversation,
and little Susie became much interested in what
they said and so paid no further attention to
the Chinamen for the time being. Meanwhile,
Wing went right ahead with the preparations
for supper. Anna assisted him a little, and in
due time the meal was in readiness. Young Wild
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West and his friends always shot as much game
as they could use, but seldom did more than
that, for they did not believe in destroying- animal life for the mere sport of it. The result
was that the widow and her little girl had as
good a supper as they had eaten in a long time,
and in spite of the fact that the husband and
father had been latelv buried they both ate
quite heartily. After supper Young Wild West
turned to the scout and said:
"Well, Charlie, I reckon we had better go down
the hill and see what kind of a place Maxley's
Flat is. If the widow and her little girl intended to remain up here alone, I see no reason why
the girls can't stay here. especially if Jim wan<;s
to remain with them. No doubt he does, for he
seldom likes to go out of camp in the evening.
Of course, we know why, Eloise is a little timid,
and he don't like to have her frightened any.
We can't blame him, I suppose, for probably we
would be the same way."
"You know putty well that Arietta wouldn't be
afraid ter stay here even if there was Injuns
prowlin' about," Charlie answered, quickly. "An'
as far as my gal is concerned, she's sorter got
used ter it, too. I think it's ab ut time Eloise
got a little more spunk in her, but maybe it
ain't altog-ether 'cause she's so much afraid,
either, Wild."
"Maybe not,'! the young deadshot answered,
with a shake of the head.
"Maybe she's so much in love with Jim that
she don't like ter see him go out of her sight."
"It might be that way, but it's none of our
business, so let it go at that. We'll take a
walk down the hill, anyhow."
"Me wantee go, too, Misler Wild," Hop Wah
called out just then, for he had been listening
to every word they said.
"All riirht. See if Wini? needs anythin,J!" from
the store. If he does, you can get it for him."
Hop did not exactly care to be a messenger for
his bother, but there was no other way, so he
went to him and Wing enumerated several articles that were needed, Hop taking them down in
his mind as he did so. Wild- saw to it that he
got enough money to 'pay the bill, and then the
three left the claim, and went on down the hill.
At the foot of the hill there was a sort of gully,
and they were compelled to climb the bank at
the other side. When they reached the top of
this there lay the mining camp right below them,
a winding path leading to it.
"Quite a place, Charlie," our hero said, as he
glanced over the scene. "It looks as though
things are pretty prosperous here."
"That's right, Wild," was the reply. "This is
a little bigger than most of the minin' camps we
strike, but I s'pose the dust has been pannin'
out puty good down this way. It's in a silver
region of the country."
"There don't seem to be any si.l!'Ils of lode
mining here. Looks to me mostly like placer
mining, though there are a couple of shafts sunk
under the cliffs over there."
Miners could be seen moving about in all directions, and in some cases women and a few children were standing or sitting in front of the
shanties. Some of the buildings were quite large,
and were bu-ilt in even fashion on either side of
the street that 1·an through the camp. The sun
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had not Ytt disappeared below the range that
lay to the west. But down in the valley the
shadows were deepening, since its rays no longer
reached there.
Hop said nothinv as they walked on down, and
it was not until they reached the foot of the descent and were within a short distance of the
nearest of the shanties and tents that he opened
his mouth. Then he nodded to Wild and Charlie
and said:
"Me hully uppee and go to um store, so be. -Me
'flaid n.e forgittee whatte Wing wantee."
Run along, you simple
"All right, then.
heathen," the scout retorted.
Hop paid no attention to the remark, but started away on a run. Just why he did this was
hard to tell, but the moment the idle men hanging about in fron;t of the tavern, as it was called,
and the other two places where liquor was sold,
saw him coming the" became intensely interested.
The Chinaman kept right on running, however,
and was nearlv past the first of the public places
when two shots rang out, and the bullets hit
the ground not far distant from his feet. Then
a yell of laughter went up and more shots were
fired. But Hop was very close to the store now,
and with wonderful quickness he turned and darted into it, leaving the crowd that· was started for
him standing in the middle of the street.
"That heathen is a fool, Wild," the scout declared, shrugging his shoulders and frowning.
"He jest done that to start ~omethin' goin, an' I
know it."
"It looks that way," was the reply. "But he
can't help it. He thought that would be funny,
I suppose."
It was evident that two of the miners thought
that there was something funny about it, too,
for after talking in low tones for a few seconds
they started for the crowd, several others following with broad grins on their faces. Wild
and Charlie knew right away that the two men
intended to go inside the store and tackle the
clever Chinee, so thev turned that way, too.
Of course, they were eyed rather closely by
most of the men in the crowd, but no one said
anything just then, no doubt being more interested in what was likely to happen to the heathen
than anything else. Straight into the store went
the two miners, and the next minute a shrill
yell sounded, followed by a burst of laughter.
Then out of the doorway came the miners, dragging Hop after them by his queue.
"Hip hi!" the Chinaman yelled. "Misler Wild!
Misler Charlie! Helpee! helpee, velly muchee
quickee!"
But it was not necessary for him to call for
help. Wild and Charlie knew that the rough
men were hurting him, so both at once bounded
forward.
"Stop that!" the young deadshot exclaimed,
as he pushed one of them aside. "There is no
need in killing the Chinaman by inches. What
has he done, anyway?"
So surprised were they that the two miners
at once relinquished their hold upon Hop's queue,
and he quicklv got away from them.
"What's the matter with you, kid?" one of
them demanded, angrily, as he glared at the boy.
"Nothing much,'' was the cool reply. 111 just
want ~ou to stop pulling the Chinaman aroun<l by
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his qu~ue, that's alt I know h hasn't done e.i;-:pec~ any one was · g-0ing to grab him by the
any_tl:{ing to you, for he came a ong with- us 1)1gtail and half kill him. It happens that the
until he g_ot pretty dose to here, and then he ran fellow is not an ordinary ehinaman. He is far
to the store in somewhat of a hurry."
a~ove t~e av!:rage of _his race, and I think if you
"If you had a pigtail, blamed if I · wouldn't ~ill wait a little while he will thoroughly co:1·1ong
is
pull you around by it. But your hair
Yl?,ce. you .that. I am telling the truth. If you
enough, so I'll do it that way. I don't like no will Just give h1m a chance he will--"
kid to sass me."
"Oh, s_hut up!" called out a voice. "Kid, you .,
"Grab me by the hair an' pull me around, too, have said altogether too much. I've got the
then!" Cheyenne Charlje called out, at the same drop on yer now, an' you kin· bet- your life you
time showing a revolver. "I reckon lead will 11,a ve got. ter take back what you said up there _
fly, though, af.ore -.Uy of yer do it. Now, then. on the hill _about an hour ago."
git back out of the way, or I'll do some shootIt was Lick Barber who spoke. Sure enough,
in'." ·
he had a revolver pointed straight at the young
"Easy, Charlie," Young Wild West spoke up, deadshot. Cheyenne Charlie saw it as quickly as
in his cool- and easy way. "I reckon we can settle 01;1r hero, and without saying a word he turned
this matter without shooting any one."
his weapon that way and pulled the trigger.
The crowd quickly drew back, and the two Crack! As the report rang out, Lick Barber
men who had been deprived of their fun with the uttered a sharp cry and dropped his gun
Chinaman glared at the young deadshot and his
"Yer ain't got p.o one covered now, hav~ yer?"
partner.
~he ~cout asked, a flash of t.riumph in his eyes.
I aimed to clip you on the knuckle of your little
finger, an' I _reckon I come putty near doin' it.
Yes, that's ng1:t, There's blood trieklin' from
CHAPTER III.-Hop Creates More Excitement. 1t. Now, then, 1f you dare ter pick up that gun,
the next shot I take will be for your heart."
It was astonishing to see how quickly a big
Hoarse shots went up and it seemed as though
crowd gathered. Men came pouring out from the
in upon our two - "
two saloons and the tavern, and they rushed to th~ crowd was going to close
Wild found
the spot as though a 'Circus had just struck the · !riends and make short work of them.
1t neces~ary_ to draw his revolvers, and when ' one
camp. A few women came, too, and with them flashed
m either hand the boy made an imposinasome children. Hop Wah had stepped back into
The dangerous glitter in his eyes
the doorway of the store and was standing beside appearance.
told those before him plainly that it would · be
the- proprietor, who happe~ed to be the only one nothing
of suicide if they attempted to
in there at the time. Young Wild West and lay handsshort
·
upon him.
Cheyenne Charlie were standing directly ~ front
1 "Gentlemen," he called out. "listen to me for a
of them, and before them was the crowd, which momen~. I have ~ot• something else to say."
pressed in pretty close, the two . men --Who had
But 1t took nearly a minute before they would
dragged Hop from the place by his queue being cease their mutterings, and the moment they did
nearest them. The scout stood with leveled re- the boy shouted:
·
volver, and the look on his face told plainly that _
"Tl~e fellow :vho was shot at .by my pard just
he meant business. But Young Wild West looked
on, his arms folde across his breast. and upon his no,y 1s a sneakrng scoundrel. I suppose the maface there was a peculiar smile as he looked cool- jority of vou kno~ it without me telling you, but
ly at \ the miners, some of y.rhom appeared to be perhaps you don t know that he tried'- to take
possession of the Widow Smith's claim. He went
ar,gry, indeed.
"Hello, there!" a voice called out from the left. up there with the hypocrite who stands near
"Here's Young Wild West an' one of his pards. him and tried to make her believe her husband
They've started some trouble here, so let's see had sold the cla_im to him a short time before
he died, We happened to come along while the
what it is, Lick."
It was the man called Uncle Horace who spoke, argument was taking place aad it did not take
and glancing that way Wild saw him elbowing long for us to. make the scoundrel confess that
his way to the - spot, while not far behind him he was telllng a lie, and that he merely wanted
came Lick Barber, the villain who had tried to to try and 11:et possession of the claim, reg·anlless of what became of the widow and her child.
.
force the widow to leave her claim.
want you to all know this, so you will better
"Charlie," the boy said, in a low tone of voice Iunderstand
the situation."
without turning his head, "just take it easy now,
"It's a lie! It's a lie-!" yelled Barber, a s he
but keep yoUl' eyes on those two fellows. I'll danced
about, holding nis wounded knuckle to
attend to the two right here. I reckon it won't
mouth.
take long to convince them that they are in the .his"You
had better keep out of my sig-ht wl1en you ·
w1·ong. I hardly think the rest will interfere say that," ~he young deadshot called out. "I may
after they see what I am going to do."
a bullet your way, and if
"All right, Wild," was the reply. "I'm watchin' take a notion to send
it will do some damage."
everybody an' eve:rything jest now. My finger I do you can bet
It was wondeiful to see the effect of the boy's
is itchin' ter pull the trigger, too."
ords upon the majority of the crowd. The
"Gentlemen," the young deadshot called out in
a clear voice that could be heard by every one miners looked at each other, whispered and then
, gathered near, "I reckon it is only natural that shook their heads, after which some of them
a stl·ange Chinaman seen 1·unning through a place pressed forward .and tried to make the two who
like this is would attract more or less attention. had been bent upon hurting the Chinaman move
In this . case probably the Chinaman did it for back.
"Come, Reilly," one of them said, "I reckon this
that very purpose. But I am sure he didn't
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has e-one about far enough. That boy has said
enough ter make me believe that he's all :i:ight.
He sartinly has told us about what kind of a
galoo.t Lick Barber is. Most of us know him,
anyhow, an' WP, have all g-ot an opinion of Uncle
-Horace. If they have done what he said they
oughter be given half an hour ter git out of
Maxley's Flat: I'm · for makin' 'em · do it, too,
'cause I believe everything the boy said."
"You jest mind your own business," the man
called Reilly shouted. "This thing has got to be
settled. There ain't a cowardly hair in my head,
an' I ain't goin' ter t 1.ke nothin' from a kid."
"It's Young Wild West, Reillv," Uncle Horace
called out then, almost imploringly. "H,e's the
Champion Deadshot of the West, an' you had better look out for him."
--Some of the miners did some more nodding
and whispering, and the next thing Reilly knew
a couple of them had seized him and hustled
him back into the crowd. The other man did
not wait to be seized, but followed of his own
accord.
"Much obliged to you, gentlemen," Wild said,
smiling at those who had taken his side. "I am
glad I didn't have to shoot, for some innocent
person might have got hurt. As far as those
two fellows are concerned. I am satisfied that
they are not much better than Barber and Uncle
H orace. It looks that way, anyhow, for they are
g-oing over to them. Probably they all belong to
the same gang."
"You have got that ri~ht," the man who had
first interfered answered, -quickly. "There's a
putty bad bunch here in Maxley's Flat, Young
Wild West, but there's enough of us here ter
sorter keeo 'em down, an' you kin bet your
life we're goin' ter do it, tco. We won't let nobody drive the Widow Smith away from that
claim up on the hill. Joe Smith was a mighty
good man, an' we know that he didn't leave a
very big fortune behind him. His widow an' kid
is goin' to git all there· was, an' we'll see to it
that they do."
"That's the way to talk, my friend," the young
deadshot said. with a nod of approval. "I promised the widow to help her out, too, and I am
going to stick to my word, of course. I don't
care if there are forty men who are after her
claim. Just let them try to drive her away and
take possession of it and they'll see what will
happen to them."
"Say, Uncle Horace," Cheyenne Charlie called
out, tauntingly, when he got a chance to make
himself heard, "jest step uo this way an' stick
out your tongue, will you? I want to clip a
piece off the end of it. Anybody what has got
sich a !yin' tongue as you have oughter lose the
end of it to make him tell the truth."
But Uncle Horace was not inclined to accept
the invitation. Instead, he drew back further behind the crowd. Lick Barber, who had wrapped
a red bandanna about his wounded knuckle, slowly followed him, and Reilly and the other man
went along, too. The four did not stop until
they reached the tavern, and then when they
had entered Young- Wild West gave a nod of
satisfaction and called out:
"Well, gentlemen, I reckon that will be about
all. I suppose we have -the liberty of the camp,
haven't we? We have made up out minds to
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stop upon the widow's claim for a while, and we ·
want to be Mciable."
"Hooray for Young Wild West!" a brnwnv . redshirted-_ mi1!er y~lled at the top of his voice, at the
same time wavmg his hat.

CHAPTER IV.-Uncle Horace Decides to Look
for Revenge.
Unlike the majority of the men at Maxley's
Flat, Uncle Horace did not drink whisky. This
was one reason for his being able to deceive a
gre_at many of thos~ liying there, making them
believe t~at he was mclmed to be saintly and always trymg to do good. But this had worn away
1
to a gi·eat extent, and there were now very few
who took any stock in the hypocrite at all. When
Young Wild West told the crowd how he had P.ndeavored to 1-\elp Lick Barber take the claim from
the widow it was the biggest setback Uncle
Horace had ever met with at the mining camp.
He was glad to get away, and when he went
i-nto the tavern with Lick Barber and the other
two rascals he did 11ot remain -there very long.
After his companions had taken something to
drink he led the way out by the rear and struck
a straight course for his shanty, which was one
of the largest of the dwelling places in the Flat.
"_I'll tell you one thing, an' that ain't two," exclaimed Barber, looking at him sharply and laying
a hand upon his shoulder at the same time "we're
~n for it now, an we've got ter try an' git out of
it. I made up my mind to have Joe Smith's claim.
You said ypu would help me out, an' you done
yo1;1r best ter do it. But it didn't work. '!'his here
Young Wild West had ter come along an' spoil
the whole business. I . still think, though, that
we've got a chance of gittin' the claim. Half the
men ~e:·e wouldn't take no part if there was any
fightm to be done over it. The other half would
be divided, 'cause we've got friends as well as any
one ~lse._ But the first thing- we've g-ot ter do is
to git rid of Young Wild West an' his pards.
We've · got ter drive 'em out of the camp."
"A_ hard_ thing to do, I reckon," declared Reilly,
shaking h16 head. "That boy ain't to be drove
any kind of fashion, I kin see that much."
"Oh, he kin be drove about as well as anybody
else could. We've got ter git at it in the right
way, that's all. Maybe Uncle Horace kin think
of a way ter do it. He's about the smartest man
we've got in the Flat."
"I am thinkin', boys," the hypocrite answered,
with a shake of his head. 'LBut I can't come to
an.y conclusion just yet. Wait until we git to my
shanty. Then we'll talk it over."
The shanty was not far distant, so they soon
got there.
"We've had our supper, " Reilly declared. "You
had yours, didn't yer, Jenkins?"
"I sartinly did," was the reply of the other fellow who had joined in with Barber and Uncle
Horace.
"All right, then. I know Lick had his, 'cause
I heard him say so."
"Yes, an' I had all .the coffee I wanted, too.
But I don't want nothin' to drink now. I want
ter hear how we're goin' to git rid of Young Wild
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West an' his pards. They're camped up there on sleight-of-hand. Young Wild West and Cheyem1e
the widow's claim, an' they've said that they're Charlie were there, too. They were sitting at '.\
goin' ter see to it that she holds the claim. Now, ~abTe in a corner of the room, talking with a
th en, Uncle Hor~ce tell us what we're goin' ter couple of the miners, while they occasionally
do."
looked at what Hop was doing.
"There's one
mg we might do," the hypocrite
Uncle Horace had th e utmost resoect for the
said, after he had thought for a moment. "I'm Chinaman now, and probably this was because
sorry we didn't tell them that we had a paper h e knew he belonged t o - Young- Vi1ild West's
ter prove that Joe Smith sold the claim to you, party. As no one paid any oarticular attention ~
Lick. But that won't make much difference. If to the entrance of th e hypocrit e, he moved up to
such a paper is produced it might be the means of the circle th a t wa s surr ounding- Hop and looked
us' winning out. I'm a pretty good writer, an' I've on. Then Uncle Horace walked from the place,
got paper, pen and ink. I 'll just write up a bill heading s traight for h is sl\anty. Before he got
of sale. I don't know what the signature of Joe there he m et Lick Barber coming- back.
"Uncle H orace," Barber said, "you 're a fool.
Smith looked like, but that won't make no differ ence. We kin make the majority of the men heYe Why didn't you pull a gun an' shoot Young Wild
believe that the paper is genuine, an' that oughi:- vVest?"
"I didn't even think of <loin' such a thing. I
to settle it."
"Tha t's the idea!" exclaimed Lick Barber, ju- don't believe in shootin', as you know. I'm albilantly. "I'm glad you thought of that. U ways tryin' to do good."
"Pshaw! Don't say anything more about that.
Young Wild West should happen ter want ter
know why it was we didn't say we had a r eceipt Jest make up your mind you're goin' to git him.
for the•moncy I paid for the claim we kin tell him I'll help you out. I think it would be a gog.d
that we didn't think it was n ecessary to let hitn chance to go up to the widow's claim r ight now,
know our business. That will work all right, I'm 'cause Young Wild Wes t and one of his pards is
here. There's only a k id up there an' a couple
sartin."
of gals an' a heathe:1. I've seen seven or eight
"Of course it will work," Reilly decla red.
"It sai-tinly ought to," J enkins a dded. "G0 men. T hey're all wil1in' t er do an ything- we want
ahead an' w r ite the bill of sale, Uncle Horace. " em ter. If we hurry we U n g it 'em together a n ' 1
"I'll do that in about t en minutes," v,·a s the go up ther e r n ' clean t h ings out."
"Ver y well.'' Uncle H ora , ~nswered.
reply.
Then he was not long "in finding the necessary
paper and he sat down, and a f t er th inking fo r a
few minutes, wrnte out a bill of sale for th e
CHAPTER V.-The Little Girl Is Abducted.
claim.
"There," h e s11id, as he h eld it up, "that's what
I call a pretty fine-l6okin' document. I ain 't no
Having settled upon a plan of action wher'!by
lawyer, but I r eckon I kin draw up a paper about he might not only get r even.ire from Y ou·1g- Willi
as -good as a n ordinary man. AU I've got to do West, but gain possession of the coveted claim
now is to sign Joe Smith's name to it, an' then as well, Lick Barber lost no t ime in making- his
put my own down a s a witness. I'll have t o preparations. He had spoken the truth when he
guess a t the way to write his name. Here she told Uncle Hora ce he had gained the consent of
several of th e min er s to join with him in forcg oes."
He changed his style of writing and wrote the ing the widow S mith t o leave t he place, and to
name of Joseph Smit h a t the foot of the w r iting fight an y one who tried to stop them from doing
on t he page. Then on t h 2 left side he put his own so. Ba rber did not forg et that h e had confessed
down as a witness to the transact ion, not fo rget- to Young Wild West and his fri ends that he had
ting to date the paper about a week befor e Smith not bcu g ht the cl.aim at all, but h e felt that it
would be quite easy to make a statement to the
died.
"Now then, Lick," the old villain said, when the effect that he was in fear of losing- his life at .the
ink had dried, "you kin take this paper an' muss time, and made such a statement to prevent such
it up a little bit. Then put it somewhere in you1· a thing- ha-opening.
He told this to the rascals he came in contact
shanty, an' when ·we git ready you kin, go an' git
it an' show it as the evidence makin' you the with, and whether they beli-eved him or not they
perfectl y satisfied t o go into the g-.ame,
owner of the claim, which the widows says is h e1·s. seemed
especially when they
the a ssurance of gettingI'm to git a third of everything that's got from it. scme gold-dust for had
their trouble. While some
Don't forgit that."
:.
of the miners located at Maxley's Flat were quite
"An' what do we git?" Jenkins asked.
pros perous there were many who were not, and
"Well, if you help u s out I'll see to it that you to get possession of a few ounces of dust withgit well paid," Barber answered, quickly.
out having to work for it was just what they
They kept on talking about it for a few minutes, wanted.
and then Lick Barber left the shanty and started
There was -little of law and order prevailinafor his own home. Uncle Horace told Reilly and there, too, .and hardly a man at the camp really
Jenkins to be sure and tell a good story, and then thought it was wrong- to shoot another if it could
all three went up and started to make the round., be made to appear that it was in self-defense. If
of th e public places in the mining camp. They Lick Barber had bought the claim he had a pertook care to leave the tavern to the last, and fect right to take possession of it. That was the
when Uncle Horace walked in, looking as solemn way they looked at it, of course taking- Lick's
as a deacon, he was just in time to see Hop Wah, word that he had really bought it of Joe Smith a
thu clever Chinee, giving a performance of hL; week before he died.
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The fact was that Barber was a man somewhat feared, anyhow. He had the reputation of
being a dangerous character, and was quick on
the shoot. Hence it had been quite easv for him
to gather in seven of the worst villains in the
mining camp.
While Uncle Horace was washi~, Lick was
getting his men together. He chanced to run
across Reilly and Jenkins while he was doing
this, and, of course, they did all thev could to
assist him. When he got the men he started with
them for Uncle Horace's shanty.
"There'll be eleven of us now, bovs, an' I
reckon that will be plenty to do this here business. I've been thinkin' it over a whole lot since
I made up mv mind what to do, an' if we kin
drive evervbodv away from there to-night it will
be all right. We kin explain things when somebody demands it. I've got the legal paper to
prove that the claim was bought an' paid for by
me, an' that oughter settle it."
"It sartinlv will settle it, too, Lick," one of
the new recruits declared. "If Joe Smith sold
you his claim, an' you have got a rec-eipt for
the money, how kin any one put up a kick? It
seems that this meddlesome kid they call Young
Wild West is the one what's at the bottom of it
all. But I've heard seme of the men around
here say that he's .iest that kind of a feller.
He's always tryin' to get somebody in tr"Ouble,
especiallv if he thinks thev ain't as honest ai:t
they oughter be. I'd like to know what kind
of a place this here would be if everybody was
honest. Bein' honest ain't the whole thing, 'cause
most of the honest ones I've come across in my
lifetime ain't in the habit of goin' much away.
What would them what ain't l?Ot a dollar to
their names do then if thev didn't have to do a
little stealin' now an' then? Pshaw! This here
honest an' straightforward business is all bosh.
It won't work, not in this part of the country,
anyhow. Get your rifles."
"I'll git mine quick enough," Uncle Horace answered, and he was not long in doing so.
Four of the others were armed in that way, and
carried heavy revolvers, which were enough in
themselves to make no end of trouble.
While Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie
were still at the tavern and Hon was entertaining a big crowd there with his magic tricks,
the eleven scoundrels started for the widow's
claim. They took care not to go past any of
the shanties, but went straight back among the
rocks behind Uncle Horace's shanty and then
moved along in the darkness. It was starlight,
but even if it had not been the'iT would have
managed to pick their way, because they werefamiliar with that part of the country. They
had to go a trifle further by doing this, but
that made little difference. The distance was
not much more than hal_f a mile, anyhow, and in
less than three minu'tes they were sneaking up
the hill toward the three tents.
There w::,s no camp-fire burning, but two lanterns lighted up the scene, so they were able
to discern, clearly, the figures of those gathered
there. The widow and her little girl were sitting on a rock, apparentfv quite contented. while
Arietta, Anna and Eloise were near them, talking
to tl:).em in a cheering way. Arietta had bought
the widow a new, light wrapper which she had
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on. Jim Dart sat with ),;!-' "acl< a,,.aim-t a roc1{,
cl.eaning a revolver, anrl w;'11? - the cook. was
stretched at full lehgth close t,, tl-ie lari:rer of the
tents our friends occupied as sleening-quarters.
Lick and his companions c1·ept up to within
fifty feet of the partv without lettine- their 1nesence be known. By this time all of the villains
were quite uneasy. True, it seemed that it would
be an easy thing for them to quicklv get the
best of one boy and a sleeping Chinaman. Thev
did not seem to count the females there as
anything, and this was where they certainlv made
a big mistake, as they found out a little later.
"Boys," said Barber, in a whisper, as he turned
to his followers, " reckon the best thinJ? we kin
a little closer an' then . J?it up
do is to sneak
an' walk straight to the camp. We kin tell 'em
what we've come for, an' then if they try ter
put up a fight we'll have ter shoot the boy an'
the Chinaman. That wm be necessary, 'cause
we would be fools ter let 'em have a chance ter
shoot us. If you're ready, we'll go right ahead."
There was a short silence, and then Uncle
Horace declared that he, for one, was ready. This
was the cue, for the othe'ts declared in the same
way. But even then Lick hesitated.
"S'pose Youn)? Wild West an' hi~ other pard
should come alonl? at jest about when we git
there?" he said, turnini,- to Uncle Horace.
"There ain't no s'posin' about it, Lick," was
the quick reply. "We're wastin' time. Come on.
·we've got to take our chances. You want that
claim, an' I want you to have it. The rest does,
too. We all know putty well that Joe Smith
left quite a pile of dust an' nuggets, which must
be there, too. If we drive 'em all now we'll fall
in for that, too, 'cause we kin easy say we never
found nothin'. Now, then, I'll lead.the way with
you."
Barber no longer hesitated. Without attempting to creep up any closer before startinJ? boldly
for the camp, he arose to his feet and went along
at a swift walk, Uncle Horace close~behind him.
The .rest followed, of course, each holding a revolver in his hand. Jim Dart was the first to
hear the sounds thev made, and instantly he was
upon his feet and peering through the darkness.
As the eleven men appeared the boy started back
and said somethini,- to his companions, who quickly l?Ot up and hastened behind some rocks.
"There ain't no use of bein' afraid," Lick
Barber called out, gruffly. "We didn't come here
to ki11 nobody, unles·s we have to. This claim
. belongs to me, an' I've come ter take possession
of it."
The Widow Smith gave a scream when she
heard this, but Arietta quickly touched her on
the arm and said:
"Don't get frightened, Mrs. Smith. This is
only· bluff. Leave it to us. We'll soon make
these fellows l?O about their business."
Then the girl coolly picked up her rifle and
pushed it over the top of the rock she was standir.g behind, so the muzzle was turned directly
upon the advancing men. Though somewhat astonished at the sudden appearance of the crowd,
-J im Dart was not at all dismayed. He knew
quite well that if a shot or two were fired Young
Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie would not be
lonv in reaching the scene.
"See here," he said, speaking sternly, as b.e
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rerognize<l Lick and Uncle Horace, "I t hought you
t wo scoundrels had enough of it. What are vou
trying to do now? Didn't you adm;t th is af ternoon that you had not bought the cla im a., d tl-tat
you were simply trying to get possessio·1 of it
by lying?"
"That ain't got nothin' ter do with it," Lic1,
retorted, doggedly. "You an' vour pards had us
dead to rights then, an' me an' Uncle Horace had
to say things to suit ver or you would sart inly
have shot us. I bou _g-ht an' pa id for the claim,
an' I've got a paper in my shanty to prove it.
It's a receipt signed .by Joe Smith jest about a
week afore he died."
"Is that so? I thought you said you had no
such a paper as that."
"I don't know what I said. Maybe I ·was some• what scared at the time, an' I might have said
anything. But what I'm sayin' now is the truth.
This claim belongs to me, an' I want you all to
git away from here inside of twentv minutes."
· "You do, eh? Well, I'll give vou five minutes
to get away from here. Now, then, get a hustle
on you, or some of you will drop!"
"Move quickly," Arietth called out. "or I'll begin to shoot!"
Then, for the first tim ~. the villains saw the
girl's Remington. While thev were a rmed themselves they had not a s yet turned their weapons
upon those at the camp.
"There's onl v one thing ter do, boys.'' Barber '
said, desperately. "They won't leave w ithout puttin' up a fight. It will be a shame t er shoot an y
of the women folks, or the little kid, but they'll
have ter take their chances. Come on."
Then he raised his revolver to take a shot at
Jim. Crang ! Arietta's rifle spoke just then, and
the weapon fell from his hand, landing a dozen
feet away from him, struck bv the bullet.
"The next time I shoot the bullet will f\" O
through your heart," the girl exclaimed. "Get
away from here if you want to live a minute
longer."
Lick did something then that was not at all
glorious. He turned and ran fur his life, and so
quickly did he do it that his companions were left
standin_g there, utterly amazed.
"Go on, all of you!" Arietta called out. sharply.
Then, to hurry them a little, she fired another
shot and the bullet hit the h pe1 of one of Uncle
Horace's boots. It happened that t here was a
lantern right where it show d sufficient light
for them to shoot straight, and the _girl certainly
took advantage of it.
"Murder!" yelled the old hypncrite a s he leaped
into the air. "I'm shot, boys."
Then down he went, landing upon all fours.
But he did not remain there long-er than a couple
of seconds, and then he got up and made a sprint
as though he was tryin_g to win a hundred-yard
dash. The rest ran also, but they did not J?O
verv far.
"You cowl\rds! you cowards!" shouted little
Susie Smith, mockingly, and she started after
them and began throwin_g stones which she had
picked n.
The _g ;rl n·~ de a mistake in doin_g this, for ·
she ran a li ttle too far; and suddenly Reilly
sprang- uoon her from behind a rock and pickin_g
her cp bodilv r an away in the darkness. Susie
screamed with all her m:g;1t, and Jim Dart
0
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promptly started in pursuit. But he di d not know
much about the place, and though he could hear
the footsteps of the fleeing villains. he could not
seem to get sight of them. The child's screams
quickl y died out, which told that a hand h ad
been placed over her mouth, and at the expiration of two or three minutes no further sounds
could be heard.
"This is bad, " muttered Jim, as he paused an I
listened. "The scoundrels have scored a pot nt ,
after all. Wh y was that child so foolish lls t o r u'l
after them and throw stones ? I wish Wild a nd
Charlie would hurry and get here."
He knew it would not be long before thev
would arrive, for they certainlv must have heard
Arietta's shooting. Which way to go to look
for the little g-irl he did not know, so, reluct:v1tlv, he retraced his steps to the camp. Mrs. Smit h
was in hyst erics now and the girls had all they
could do to take care of her.
"Ea sy, mad <i m ." Jim said. walking uo to her.
"They won't hurt the child, I am sure, and it
won't be ver· lon P." before she will be re Rtore<l
to you. Thev it, 8t to ok her on the impnlse of
the moment. no doubt thinki11g they migh t g-ai n
someth;n g- bv it. But they won't dare to harm
her . t hat's certa:n."
F ive minutes l:.lter hurried footsteps were
hea rd. ar, d then Yeu ng Wild West and C}ieyenne
Cha r lie appeared, running toward the ca mp.
•
CHAPTER VI.-Ch arlie and Jim Are Caught.
Wild and Char1 ;e }-appenerl to be sitting near

a wind "w wi.,en Arietta fired the shot from her

rifl e~. They h "r:tcl the report distinct] y and knew
r!ght awav t ha~ it came from the direction of
the wid w's clai m. A r:fle shot would not be
fired unless i:;ometbi"l g waR wrong. so without
los;ng a mcm ~n t's t ime they left the place a'1,\
i,tarted for · the rock v path. When thev finallv
reached it and saw how excited Jim ·and the
_girls were they could not imagine what had occuned.
"What's the matter, Jim?" Wild a-sked, as he
ran uo to Dart and paused before him.
"Lic1< Barber and his _gang came up here and
ordered us to leave the claim right away," was
the r eply. · "We didn't leave, of course, but we
mr cle them get away in a hurry. But, unfortunately, little Susie Smith ran after them. throwing .stones to hurry them along, and one or more
of them must have laid in wait for her, for
she was caught and they hustled her off somewhere. I tried my best to catch them, but it
was so dark and I not knowing the lav of the
land I failed to do it. I knew pretty well that
you would hear the shooting, so I decided to come
back to the camp and wait for you. Now, then,
just tell me what to do, Wild, and you can bet
I'll do it."
"I reckon the best thing we can do is to fiml
Lick Barber as soon as possible. If he was here
we will hold him resPonsible for the abduction
of the child."
"That's ri_ght, Wild. I never thought of that,"
and Jim appeared somewhat relieved.
At this juncture the widow ran to our hero,
weeping and waving her hands excitedly.
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"Save Susie, Mr. West!" she cried. "Don't let
the villains keep her away from me."
"Calm yourself, Mrs. Smith." the boy answered, quickly. "Don't e-et excited at all. It isn't
likelv that they will dare to harm a hair of the
little girl's head. As soon as we know who took
her away it will be mighty easy to catch them,
and she will be restorecl to you before very Jong.
You can djpend on that."
Somewhat relieved, Mrs. Smith permitted
,
Arietta to lead her away.
"Now, boys," said the young <feadshot, as he
coolly turned to his partners, "I reckon we'll
make a little search about the vicinity. It may
be that the scoundrels didn't J?O verv far. They
know the hiding-places about here, and we don't,
so we must not give them a chance to take nossession of the camp while we are away. Charlie,
I'll leave it to you and Jim to make a strict
search all around here. If you fail to find any
of the villains you can come back to the camp and
wait for me."
"Where are you goin', Wild?" the scout asked,
somewhat surprised.
"I am goine: down to the mining camp to look
for Lick Barber and Uncle Horace. I am satisfied I will find them there somewhere, even though
I don't see anything of the rest of the gang. How
many did you say there were <if them, Jim?"
"I didn't have a chance to count them Wild,"
Dart replied, shakin11: his head. "But I should
say there must have been ten or twelve of them."
"And Arietta fired the shot, I believe ? "
"Yes, she shot a gun from Lick Barber's hand."
"Well. another shot sounded right after we
left the t avern."
"I fired . that, too, Wild," the young deadshot's
sweetheart spoke up, rather proudly. "I hit the
heel of Uncle Horace's boot, too, and you should
have seen him turn somersaults. The old hypocrite really thought he had been badly wounded,
I'm s11re. But he ,:rot up and ran, though, as they
all did. I had n_, idea little Susie was going to
give chase to them and throw stones at them,
and she got awav from us before any one could
stop her."
"All right, it can't be helned now. I supnose
the child detested them so that she was tempted
to do it, and though it is too bad they got her,
evervthing will soon be all right."
Without saving anything further, Wild started
down the hill for the mining camp. He knew
quite well that Charlie and Jim would do just
as he hr>cl told them, and satisfied that he would
find Lick Barber somewhere around the camp
he hurried on. He was not yet out of sight when
Charlie turned to the girls and said:
"Now, then, I want yo·1 all to keep a mighty
sharp watch here while me an' Jim goes around
to see if we kin find where the gang is hidin'.
I'm like Wild;, I think they ain't so very far
away. Don't let 'em steal a march on yer an'
git the best of you while we're away, though
you kin bet we ain't goin' more than a couple of
hundred yards from here, anyhow. We'll make
a circle as well as we kin around the camp and
look into everv hole an' crevice we see among
'
the rocks. Come on, Jim."
Jim paused Jong enough to tell Eloise to be
brave and wait for his return, and then the two
set out. They walked about a couple of hundred
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feet down the hill, and t},en Ch 0 r1:c ~rlvis 0 d that
they take opnosite directions and ma 1 • 0 a circle
0£ the camp on the claim. Dstrt was q-,;te w'lling
to do this, so he started off to th~ Je.,,t. while
Charlie ·moved away to the right. The slon'! W'ls
very irre~ular, and groups of rocks r"ared themselves all over it, while her~ and there a few
trees · were growing and plenty of underbrush.
Back of the camp was quite a high hill. which
was almost entirely of pure rock. It did not
look as though there could be any hiding-place
there, but when Charlie finally came around to it
without seeine: or hearing anything that was at
all suspicious he made up his mind that unless
Jim had made a discoverv the scoundrels certainly had gone a further distance away.
He was probably three or four hundred feet
back of the camn, moving along upon an almost
smooth surface of rock, when suddenly he detected a slight sound to the le!t. Instantlv the
scout stopped walking and crouching close to a
boulder, held his revolver in readiness. He listened for fully two minutes, but failed to hear
another sound. Just as he was about to rise to
his feet and move again a footfall sounded directlv behind him.
Charlie turned as. quick as a flash, but even
then he was too late. Something struck him on
the head and he staggered back, only to fall to
the ground. Then before he was able to do a
thine: to defend himself ready hands seized him
and dragged him a few feet over the ground,
and then let him drop into a crevice. Fortunately, the scout landed upon his feet, after makinga descent of about ten feet. But he was too
dazed and confused to do much even ·then, and
he staggered and went rolling upon the ground
in · a very dark place. But he was full of fight,
just the same, and gripping his revolver he cried:
"Jim! Jim! Hurrv up! The sneakin' coyotes
·
has got me!"
But he could not see his hand before his
face, and the next thing he knew he was seized
and thrown to the ground again. Then his revolver was quickly wrenched from hi-.;, hand and
tl:ough he struggled hard, his arms were bound to
his sides, while the muzzle of a revolver was
thrust against the side of his head.
"You make another yell and it will be your
last one." a hoarse voice exclaimed in hi;; ear.
"We've got yer an' we've got the widow kid. too.
We're goin' to keep on until we git the whole lot
of yer, an' then you kin bet Lick Barber will
have the claim all right. I s'pose yer know me,
an' if .you don't I'll tell yer that I'm the feller
they call Reilly. I'm a bad man, too, an' I don't
think no more of shootin' a galoot like you than
I would to smash the head of a rattler with a
bullet."
Charlie knew it would not be good policy to
shout to Jim again, or to struggle to free himself. He remained perfectly quiet and did not
open his mouth. It was a cave he had dropped
into, he knew. for he could tell_that by the moisture that was in the air. He knew pretty well
that his voice had not reached the ears of Jim
Dart or that anv one at thP camp could have
heard it, for he was underground at the time he
shouted.
He was drao-g-ed around a corner of the rocky
wall and foe:1 found himself in the presence of
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four men and the captive child. Susie Smith
was sitting on a rock, her face the picture of
terror. But when . she saw the scout her face
lighted up and she called out, excitedly:
"Oh! oh! can't you make these bad men let me
go to mamma?"
"I can't jest now~ kid," the scout answered,
shaking his head. 1'Y ou kin see they've got me
tied up putty well. But you jest wait a while.
You'll git back to your mother all right."
"Ha! ha!· ha!" laughed the man called R'eilly.
"You're trvin' to encourage her. I see. Well,
that's a11 right. Maybe she will soon see her
mother ag'in. We don't mean to harm her, that's
sartin. Lick Barber bought that claim of Joe
Smith, an' he paid good, lawful money for it.
He's got a receipt for it, too, an' there .ain't no
use of any one tryin' ter keep him from takin'
possession of it."
"It's a lie!" Cheyenne Charlie retorted, hotly.
"The sneakin' coyote was glad enough ter admit
that he never bought the claim at all. That old
hypocrite they call Uncle Horace made a c·onfession, too. If you have got .a receipt it ain't
genuine. Some one has forged it. You kin say
what you're a mind ter, you sneakin' coyote, but
Lick Barber won't never have that claim. Young
Wild West will sartinly fix him, an' he'll fix the
rest of you, too. You say there won't be n~
trouble, maybe, but I say there will, an' it won't
be any of ours, you kin bet. It's you galoots
what will have the trouble. You h.ave gone too
far now, an' there ain't no wav for you to escape,
You'll have to take your medicine."
"Talk mightv bold-like for a feller what can't
heln himself," one of the others sooke U" . sarc.astically. "If I was in his fix I sartinly wouldn't
talk that way. I'd be beggin' to be set free, I
think."
"You ain't like me," Charlie retorted, angrily.
"You're nothin' but a sneakin' coward, an' I ain't.
That's the difference."
"All right, you kin call me a sneakin' coward
if you want to. I'll take it, 'cause I don't know
as it would be hardly fair for me to swat yer
in the face when you have got your hands tied.
But if you was to say that when we was somewhere else, an' there wasn't no trouble like there
is now, I'd mighty soon make yer take it back."
"You would, eh? Well, I hope I'll have a
chance ter M.y that to yer when you're iest in
the humor to make me take it back. We'll see
if you'll do it or not. I never took nothin' back
like that."
"Shut up, I:larvey! Don't sav no mo;e," Reilly
said, shaking his finger at the angry villain.
"What's the use of havin' an argument, anvhow?
You had better go outside an' see what Sullivan's
<loin'. We left him there to keep a watch on
the camp, you know."
"AlJ right," was the reply. "Lick told you to
stay in charl!,'e, so Jim ready ter do as you tell me.
I'll go out right away,"
Charlie watched him to see which wav he went;
and when he found that he took a r'!ilferent direction from the one he had entered th'! cave in
such an unexpected manner, he knew there must
be a different means of ingress and egres . The
fact that the cave was so close to the camp at the
widow's claim was somewhat surprising, but since
the villains knew all about that part of the coun-

trv there was reallv nothinl!.' strange about it,
after .all. Charlie had now almost fully rec"vered from the blow he had received upon the head.
There was a lumn there, to be sure, and it acherl
him slightly. He knew that one of the men
must .have struck him with the butt of a revolver. But it was a glancing blnw, after all,
and in a dav or two he would never know he
had received ·it.
After the departure of H.arvey, Reilly and the
two remaining men sat down, two of them ,.keeping close to Charlie and the other taking his
station near Susie Smith. The lantern did not
give much of a light, but it was sufficient for
the scout to see that the cave was quite a goodsized one, and that it was irrel!,'ular in shape.
There were no horses there. that was certain, and
neither could he see anything that looked like
furnishings of any sort. This would make it
appear that the cave was not used as a rendezvous, but that the men simply had known of its
existence and had chosen to fetch the captive
child there, while they were working to P-et pos·
session of the widow's claim.
About five minutes after Harvey had left the
cave hurried footsteps could be heard, and then
the three villains quickly got upon their feet
and waited. A few seconds later in came two
men, dragging some one with them.
Cheye ne Charlie gave vent to a crv of dismav
when he saw that it was Jim Dart the two had
caught. It seemed that Jim had fallen : victim
to the two easier than Charlie had done. He had
kept on going around, pausinl? now and then to
listen, and shortly after the scout had met with
his mistfortune he had paused rfa·ht close to the
regular entrance of the cave, though it was too
dark for him to see anything that looked like
an opening among the rocks.
As luck would have it, the man called Sullivan
saw him as he was moving along, and he crept
up close behind him, while at the same moment
Harvey emerged from the cave. Dart saw Harvey, but did not know there was another man
so close to him. He leveled his gun at the villain
.and in a low tone of voice demanded to know
who he was. Then Sullivan had leaped upon him,
while Harvev lent his assistance, and Jim was
quickly overpowered. A revolver had been pressed against his face and he, of course, did not let
out a cry.
Jim was as much amazed as Charlie had been
when he saw the scout there a prisoner. But it
was not the first time either of them had been
placed in similar circumstances, and in a few
seconds both were quite calm again. Reill v was
delighted, as might be supposed. He danced
about with joy, waving his revolver over his head.
"Jest think of it!" he exclaimed. "We've p-ot
Young Wild West's pards, an' we've got the
widow's little gal. If this ain't makin' great
headway, I don't know know what I'm talkin'
about. I reckon if Lick an' Uncle Horace was
here now thev would think we know a little bit
about doin' things. Pshaw! it will be .iest as
easy for Lick to git hold of that claim now asit would be to set down an' eat a plate of pancakes."
"Aren't you going to let us go?" the child
spoke up, iust then, for she seemed to now fully
realize that the danger was increasing rather
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than diminishing. Two of those who had declared they would protect her mother and herself
were prisoners in the hands of their enemeis, and
.
it surely looked discouraging.
"Never mind now, kid," Reilly said, shaking his
finger at her. "You jest keep still. I told yer
that you wasn't goin' to be hurt, so don't go to
snivellin' over it. There ain't no one goin' to be
hurt if things kin be settled right. All we want
is for Lick Barber to git possession of the claim
which he bought with lawful United States
money."
"He never bought the claim," the girl answered, her eyes flashing. "He said he didn't, and so
did Uncle Horace. They both told a big lie, and
they were very glad to own up to it when Young
Wild West and his friends came along."
"Shet up, I say!" cried Reilly, angrily. "Vye
don't want to hear nothin' more from you, kid.
Now keep your mouth shut."
"There ain't no use in sayin' anything," Charlie
said, nodding to the child. "Jest take it easy
an' wait for somethin' to turn up. We ain't goin'
to stay here very long, an' you kin bet on it."
It was wonderful to see how cool the child re-remained. She actually smiled and nodded to
the scout to assure him that she would do as
he said. Then the five villains conversed a few
minutes in whispers, after which Reilly turned to
Charlie and Jim and said:
"You have got to stay here an' be prisoners
till Lick Barber gits undisputed possession of that
claim. I ain't goin' to tell yer what you have
got to do, 'cause there won't be no use. But
Young Wild West has got ter agree to leave the
claim an' take the widow an' her kid with him.
It's got to be settled to the satisfaction of all
of us that there won't be no trouble after this
is done. Then you fotk:s kin get let loose an'
go on about your-business."
"All right," Jim retorted, as though he approved of the plan. "Hurry up and settle it,
then, will you?"
"That's jest what we're goin' ter do. I'm goin'
to leave two men here to keep watch on you
fellers an' the kid, an' the rest of us is goin'
on down to the camp. We'll see Lick an' Uncle
Horace, an' it won't take long for us to make
scme kind of arrangements with Young Wild
West. I s'pose Lick will want to kill Young
Wild West, but that won't do, not if he wants
to git the claim which he bought."

CHAPTER VIL-Uncle Horace Confesses Again.
Young Wild West continued on down the slope
and soon reached the Flat below. He was not
at alLafraid to face· the scoundrel single-handed,
and he made his way straight to the tavern. Hop
was still there, and he was now engaged in a
game of draw poker with four of the miners.
Wild felt it his duty to warn the men, who were
no doubt honest in their playing, so after making
sure that those he sought were not present, he
walked up to the table and said:
"Gentlemen, how are you making out in this
game?"
"Everything seems to be goin' Oll about even,"
one of them retorted.

"Good! But I want to tell you that you are
playing with a professional card-sharp. You
}:iave seen pretty well that Hop is a sleight-ofhand performer. That means that he ought to
be able to do as he pleases with a deck of cards.
Now, then, if you lose any money ¥OU will probably oitnderstand that you hav;e been fleeced. If
I were you I wouldn't play with Hop, because he
can't play without cheating."
"Me no cheatee, Misler Wild.'' Hop spoke up,
in an injured way. "Me velly goodee Chinee."
Then he went over to the bar and purchased a
cigar, after which he walked out and made his
way to the next place, which was not far distant.
Neither Lick nor Uncle Horace were there, either,
so after buying- another cigar he went to the third
and last place of the kind that was to be found
in Maxley's Flat. Almost the first man he saw
on entering was Lick Barber. He was leaning
against the bar, smoking a cigar and chatting
with the proprietor nf the saloon.
"Hello, Lick!" the young deadshot said, in his
cool and easy way, as he stepped up, "you're iust
the man I am looking iior. How about the receipt you got from Joe Smith when you bought
his claim?"
Barber was somewhat amazed, but he was not
long in recovering- himself, and he prompt~ slipped his hand inside his shirt and drew forth a
folded paper.
Wild snatched the paper from him before he
was ready to let it be taken. He quickly unfolded it and read it over carefully.
"That reads all right," he said, nodding to
Barber, a peculiar smile on his face. "But I
don't believe Smith ever signed his name to this.
That is not his writing."
"What do you know about Smith's writin' ?"
Lick asked, gruffly.
"Nothing, for I never saw any of it. But you
know very welJ that this paper is a folll:ery. You
never bought that claim any more than I did,
and what is the use of you trying to work such
·
a game?"
"I've showed that paper to more than a dozen,
an' they all say it's all right, an' that I'm the
right owner of the claim. I don't want to be
hard on the widow an' her kid, but they've got
to leave the first thing in the mornin', or there'll
be trouble. If you make up your mind to stay
there with 'em you'll have to take what comes."
"All right, Lick, I have made up my mind to
stay there with them, and I am perfectlv willing
to take wh~t comes. But see here, don't you
think you have gone a little too far in this matter? What did you catch the little girl for and
take her away?"
"What little gal?" Lick aske<i, trying to _appear surprised.
"Do you see- this, Lick Barber?"
As Wild spoke he quickly drew a revolver
and placed the muzzle of it within an inch of
tbe villain's nose. "You do, of course. Well, just
take a peep down the barrel, if you can. There
is a bullet back there somewhere, though I don't
suppose you will be able to see it, Now, then,
I am going to give you half an hour to take
that child back to her mother. I ought to shoot
you right now, but I never have done an unarmed man yet, for it would be nothing but murder, even though you are well deservinlZ' of it.
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You hear what I say now, so I won't say another
word."
Then Wild stepped back a couple of paees and
put the revolver back into the holster. But he
was keeping a sharp eye on Barber, just the i;ame.
"What does this mean, anyhow, Lick?" the
proprietor of the place asked, for he h~ been
amazed to hear What our hero said.
"I don't know what it all means, but I'll tell
yer as far as I know. Somethin' like half an
hour ago I made UD my mind to go up and dem11nd to have possession of the claim which T
bought of Joe Smith a week afore he died. Some
of the boys was willin' ter go along, so we went
up there. Young Wild West an' one of his pards
was down here in the Flat at the 'time, but when
we P'Ot there the other one was there, an' so
was the gals what come with 'em an' the widow
an' her kid. Me an' Uncle Horace tried to talk
to 'em in a nice way, but they wouldn't listen
to us, an' the first thing I knowed one of the
gals what belongs to Young Wild West's crowd
shot at me with a rifle. She knocked a revolver
out of my hand, an' then told me if I didn't git
in a hurry she would put a bullet through my
heart. There wasn't noth~' else for me ter do,
so I run, an' the rest all run, too. That•s~ll I
know about it. What Young Wild West s ays
about the widow's kid is somethin' I don't know
nothin' about."·
"Gentlemen," said our hero, in his cool and easv
way, "I suppose you have all heard what I have
said and also what Lick Barber has said. Most
of y(•U know that he is a sneaking scoundrel, and
I hardly think anv of you would believe him even
if he were to be under oath. The fact is that
he got a gang together while Cheyenne Charlie
was w~th me in the tavern. He took his gang
up to the widow's claim and tried to force those
there to leave it. He admits that he had a revolver shot out of his hand. Now, if he wel\t
there in a peaceful way why should he have a
revolver in his hand?"
"That's right," one of the card-players snoke
up. "I'll bet Lick went up there ter fight, an'
he got the worst of it. So one of. the gals shot
the gun from his hand, eh?"
"That's what she did," Wild answered, with a
smile. "And you can bet she would have put
a bullet through his heart if he hadn't got away
in a hurry. But he hasn't told you all the story.
When he· and the rest ran away the widow's
little girl started after · them, throwing stones
to hurry them along. She went a little too far
from the camp, and in the darkness she was
seized by one of the gang and hasn't been seen
since, though a strict search was made for her.
The sneaking coyotes have a hiding-place somewhere close to the widow's claim and they have
got the girl there, no doubt thinking they can
force the widow to yield to their terms, so Lick
cr.n get possession of the claim. That is the whole
story in a few words."
"Lick. you're nothin' but a scoundrel!" one of
the miners exclaimed, as he started forward, gun
in hand.
,
"Let him alone, gentlemen," Wild said, persuasively. "He seems to be willing to go the limit,
and "r am more than willing that he should. I
gave my word to the widow that I would help
her out of her trouble. This paper is nothing

but a forgery. so I'll keep it in my possession.
Lick says it is a receipt for the money he paid
to Joe Smith. I say it isn't, and I am going
to rr<>ve tha t what I say is correct."
"Give me that paper!" shrieked Barber, almost
hysterically. · It's mine. It's the only thing I've
got to show that the claim belongs to me!'
"Shet up!" roared one of the miners, and he
gave him a push that sent him staggering- against
the wall of the shanty. "Young- Wild West is goin' to keep that paper, so don't think that you'll
ever git hold of it ag-'in. If it's proved that it'f
a forgery, I'll be the one to put a rope around
your neck, an' you kin bet on that. I ain't got
much use for you, anyhow, Lick, an' you know
it. You're nothin' but a .low-down thief."
Then once more an angry crowd' pushed their
way forward as though they wanted to get hold
of the scoundrel and make short work of him.
But Wild came to the front again, and after taljcing- to them a while -in his cool way, he proved
to them conclusively that it would be best to let
the man go ahead and prove his case if he could.
"If he can't," the boy added, "and I prove mine,
then it will be different, and he shall be punished.
as he should .be. I would like to have you keep
him here a while. I want- to find the old hypocrite who is called Uncle Horace. Can any one
tell me where he may be found?"
"If he ain't with the gang- what went up to
the widow's claim with Lick he must be ip his
shanty," some one answered. "I'll take you right
over there, Young Wild West, an' be mighty glad
ter do it. I don't mind quittin' the game of
cards."
·
"Well, you can show me the way· if you like,
because I want to have an interview with Uncle
Horace, and you can be a witness to _what 1s
said. What is your name ? "
"Hadley is mv name."
"All right, Mr. Hadley, come right on."
Wild did not doubt that Lick :Jarber would be
forced to remain there, so he went on out of the
saloon without any hesitation, Hadlev going- with
him. It was not very far they had to go to
n,ach the shanty that was occupied by Uncle
Horace... There was a light shining from the
window, too, so it was quite evident that the old
villain was there.
"You go ahead and I'll remain where he can't
see me when he opens the door," Wild said, as
thev were within a few yards of the shanty.''
The miner gave a nod and quickly stepped to
the door and tried to open it. It was fastened,
so he ~uickly called out:
"Hello, Uncle Horace!"
"What do you want?"
"Open the door an' I'll tell yer."
"I won't do anything of the kind.''
"Tell him Lick Barber wants him to come over
to the saloon," Wild whispered.
"All right, then. If you're afraid to let me
come in I'll holler out what I want. Lick Barber
wants you to come over to Pete's place right
away. There's some kind of an ,argument amongthe boys about that receipt he's got."
"Oh!"
This was said with a sigh of relief, and the
next minute the door was thrown open. Hadley
stepped aside and Wild almost leaped into the
shanty.
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"Hello, Uncle Horace!" he said, smilin1?ly. "You
hardly expected to see me here, I suppose."
"This ain't right," the old hypocrite spoke up,
walking wildly about and wringing his hands as
though he was suffering some sort of agony.
"What have I done that I've ,z-ot to be disturbed
jest as I was gittin' ready to l?O to bed?"
"Sit down, Uncle Horace," Wild said, and then
he reached over and gave him a push which
sent him into a chair rather suddenly. "I came
here to ask you a few questions. You know
just what has happened to-night, so there is no
need of my going over that. But the fact is
that I have a piece of paper here which is supposed to be a receipt for the money Lick Barber
paid Joe Smith for a certain claim that is located something like half a mile from here. Now,
then, what I want to ask you is whether or not
the receipt is genuine?"
"I know I put my name to a paper as a witness," Uncle Horace answered, after a pause.
"Yes, I know you did, too. I saw your name
attached to the paper. But did Joe Smith put his
n8.me to it?"
"He sartinly did."
"Uncle Horace," .and the young deadshot drew
a revolver and began toying with it, "I don't
want to have to shoot you, but to hear vou talk
that way makes me feel very much like doing- it.
Didn't you confess late this afternoon that Lick
Barber never purchased the claim at all ? "
"Yes, but I was so scared that I said that
jest to save myself."
"Oh, that's it, eh? Well, what are you goin~
to say now? Of course, I don't mean to shoot
y
if you tell the truth, But here's the paper."
The old villain gave a start when Wild -roduced the paper and stretched it out before him.
"Who wrote this?" the young deadshot went
on, coolly.
.
"I s'pose I did. I g-enerally do such thing-s
for the men here in Maxley's Flat."
"Well, who signed the name of Joseph Smith
to it?"
"He must have, of course."
"Now, hold on. Didn't vou sign it yourself?"
Uncle Horace looked around him as though
for some avenue of escape. Then, in a faltering
voice, he said:
"Yes, I wrote that name myself. Lick Barber
never bought the claim at all. He was tryin'
to buy it, but Joe Smith wouldn't listen to it.
I'm mighty sorry that this thing has happened,
an' I hope ·you'll excuse me for what I've done."
"Uncle Horace," and this time the young deadshot spoke in a very stern voice, while there
was a dangerous glitter in )1is eyes, "for the
second time you have admitted that Lick Barber never bought the claim. Now, then, what
are you going to do when you're brought up before Lick himself and there's a crowd waiting
around you to hear what you say? Will you
deny what you have confessed for the second
time, or will you say that the purchase was duly
made?"
"I won't deny nothin'. The claim was never
bought by Lick, an' that settles it."
"All right, Uncle Horace. I am very much
obliged to you. Now, then, ~ou can go on, and
J1,'et into bed as soon as you like. You won t be

disturbed again to-night.

it."
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I'll see to that part of

"Well, of all things!" Hadley exclaimed. as the
young deadshot turned to leave the shanty. "I
always knowed that Uncle Horace was the biggest hypocrite what ever trod in a pair of boots,
but this sort of tops it all. Sich a galoot as he
is deserves string-in' up, an' if I've got anything
ter say about it he'll hang ri,z-ht alongside of Lick
Barber to-morrow mornin'."

CHAPTER VIII.-A Night In the Cave.
Lick Barber knew he was in a very bad fix.
It seemed that every man in the place was dead
against him, and after Young- Wild West left
with Hadlev he found there was small chance of
his getting ·away.
"I tell yer, boys, this is a . put-up job," he declared, earnestly, doing his best to 1?et the sympathy of the miners.. "You don't s'pose I would
say Joe Smith sold me his claim if it wasn't so,
do yer? Young Wild West thinks that the widow
hadn't oughter leave the claim, I s'pose, an' he's
made up his mind ter fight it out for her, even
though he knows it's my claim by rights. I'm
williri' to let the widow an' her kid stay there,
for that matter, but I want the right to work
the claim."
These words had the effect of softening a few
of the men.
"Why didn't you say that afore?" one of them
asked. "If you hadn't gone up there an' tried
to 'lllake trouble everythin_g- would have been all
right, an' most likelv the widow would have been
willin' ter leave inside of a week. But you had
to 1,:0 up there an' start to make a fig-ht, from
what Young Wild West says."
"You mustn't believe everything that boy says,"
Lick exclaimed, a hope risin_g- within him. "He's
one of the kind what is bound ter have thin_g-s
his own way, an' he knows how ter say things
tQ help him along as well as he does to shoot."
As luck would have it, at that moment the
rest of the gan_g- who had come on down to the
mining camu entered the place. They were not
a little surprised when they saw Lick surrounded
by the miners, for they could tell right away
that he was in some sort of troubl , .
"Hello, boys!" Lick called out, his face lia-hting- up. "You're jest in time. Everybody's turned ag'in me here, it seems, an' they say I'm in
danger of gittin' a rope ai:ound my neck. YoungWild West came down here an' pizened them all
ag'in me. You know as well as I do what happened up there on the Smith claim. Didn't I go
there mighty peaceful, an' tell 'em that I had
proof that the claim was mine?"
"You sartinly did," came the Quick replv from
one of the villains, while the rest quickly corroborated what he said.
"All 1·ight, then. Am I to be held here a
prisoner while Young Wild West goes an' v.:ts
Uncle Horace an' scares him so he'll say anything that comes in his head an' m21e me be
hanged?"
"No, no!" came the reply . .
The miners who were for keeping Barber a
prisoner shrugged their shoulders and appeared
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rather uneasy. One of the newcomers was the
fel'ow call Jenkins. He was a sort of desperado
an<l full of bluff, and when he quickly flourished
a gnn the crowd promptly drew back.
"Lick Barber is as good a man as there is
here," he shouted, "an' I'm Jioin' to help to see
that be gits fair play. Stand back. He's jest
as free as any one else here, an' if he wants
ter go out h~ ·kin go."
The others then quickly pulled their guns, while
some of the miners did likewise. For the space
cf a minute it looked as though there ·was going
to be some shooting done in the shanty saloon.
But the better element must have decided it
wculd be bad policy, so they gave in.
"Go on out, Lick. I reckon we ain't goin' to
have no kid come around lyin' about you to git
you in trouble," said Jenkins, with a nod of
tr'umph.
Barber lost no time in getting out of the place.
Knowing that it would never _do for ~im to stay
i~ the mining camp, he waited until the rest
~f the gang came out, and then said, in a hoarse
whisper:
"I reckon we had better go to the cave, boys."
The·• all hurried along then, taking a short
cut and in <lue time they reached the entrance
to the cave at the top ·of the hill behin<l the
widow's claim. They were just about in it when
those uho had left the prisoners in charP-e of
two of the men were coming o~t. The la~er
were surprised, but when they listened to Lick
as he told of what had taken place down at the
Flat they fell into his plans eagerly. It w_as ~
not until he had done talking that they told him
that Young Wild West's two partners we1·e prisoners in the cave as well as little Susi~ Smi!h.
Barber and those who had come up with him
were so delighted that they fairly danced.
"Good! · good!" Lick exclaimed. "It will be
easy enough now, an' all · we've got to. do is to
wait till we git a chance at Young Wild West.
,libt it wouldn't have done for us to tackle him
Jown at · the Flat, 'cause nearly everybody there
is ag'in us. We'll wait till he comes un here.".
They all filed into the cave, and when Lick
Barber saw Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart sitting on the ground in a helpless condition he ran
to them gleefully and exclaimed
"You sneakin' hounds! If this ain't too good
for anything. I never thought you was goin' to
be ketched as easy as all this. Things are workin'
our way now, an' it won't be long after sunrise
afore YounP" Wild West will be wiped out, an'
the widow's claim will be mine for good."
Then he kicked Cheyenne Charlie not over ·gently, and the scout made a desperate effort to free
himself, at the same time exclaiming:
"You measly coyote! If I only had my hands
free I'd break you in two or three pieces by
slammin' you on the ground." .
"Easy, Charlie!" cautioned Jim, who was perfectly cool. "There is no need of making matters
worse."
"What's the matter with you?" Lick demanded,
sharply, and then he gave Jim a kick in the ribs,
which caused the boy to wince.
But Dart made no reply, so the treatment was
not repeated. Susie Smith had been very hopeful
when she saw all but two of the men leave the

cave. But now she was almost in a stab of terror. Her boldness had entirely left her-. and ::ii~
had thrown herself behind a rock and was we~..,_
ing bitterly. This was not pleasant for Cha:d ie
and Jim to hear, but there was no help for 1~,
'su they _simply had to bear it. The scout too:,
the advice of Jim and paid no further attention
to his tormentor, and the result was that it was
not long before they were left to themselve$.
However, Barber examined their hands to see if
there was an·· danger of breaking them, and satisfied that -there was not, he joined in with the
rest to fix up something in the way of a sleepingquarters. They had no blankets with them, nor
was there anything that might be used in lieu of
them. But they lay down upon ·t he hard ground
and sought sleep. It was early, of course, but
Jenkins had suggested that it would be a (J'ood
id~a to get all the sleep they could, so they
might be up early and feel fresh about going at
the business they had on hand.
Three or four of them had been indulging in a
little too much liquor, anyhow, and they were
the first to drop off to sleep. But ' Barber and
Jenkins could not seem to ge_t slumber to· come
to them. Finally Lick arose from his hard bed
and walked toward the outlet of the cave. Jenkins got up · instantly, while one of the others
_drowsily asked what they meant to do.
"We ain't goin' far," Jenkins answered. "Lick
seems to be uneasy, so I reckon I'll talk to him
a while."
The two went to the cave's. entrance and then
sat down upon a big boulder. They could see the
stars in the sky, but could hear nothing out of
the ordinary.
. "W~,11• wh~t's the inatter with you, an1t\ow,
Lick? Jenkins asked, after a short silehce
. "I'm worryin' about Uncle Horace," was· the
· r!=)ply. "If he was here everything would be all
right. He's a putty g'ood feller, you know an'
it's through him that this claim business 'was
got up."
"Yes, he put you up ter it, I s'pose, an' he
drawed up the paper an' signed Joe Smith's name
to the receipt. You have got that receipt an'
there ain't no one as will know but that s'mith
signed it himself."
"But I ain't got the receipt."
"It's in your shanty, ain't it?"
"No, it isn't. Young Wild West has got it."
"Great ginger!" exclaimed Jenkins. "You don't
mean that, Lick?"
"Yes, I do mean it. I was showin' it to him
when he come into Pete's place, an' afore I
knowed it he grabbed it .out of my hand. Then
he got a galoot named Hadley to go over with
him to find Uncle Horace. That was jest afore
you an' the rest come in an' got me out of my
trouble."
"Well, if that's the case the paper won't amount
to nothin'. But maybe there was some there
what seen Young Wild West take it from yer."
"They all seen it."
They were talking in ·low tones, of course, since
they did not want to take the risk of being overheard in case Young Wild West was prowling
around somewhere in search of his partners. The
fact was hat it was almost impossible to discover the cave -in the darkness. since boulders
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and rocks had t~ be climbed over in order to long, Wild," Arietta declared, shaking her head.
reach it. The two sat there for over an hour, Hadley did not say a word, but listened to
aJ1d then they really felt slee-p.y. Just as they everything that was said. Finally the young
were about to go in they heard a sound not far deadshot turned to him and asked him if he wa;;
distant. It was not repeated, however, though willing to help him make a search.
"I sartinly am," he declared, eagerly. "But as
they were pretty sure that some one had passed
that way, only to miss finding where thev were. I said afore, it will be a tough job findin' 'em in
Then they went inside and found one of the men the dark. You kin see what there is around
here. It's piles of rocks, hollers, hills an' a lit.doing guartf duty.
"What's the matter, Slim?" Jenkins asked. tle of everything. There's no end of hidin'- places
an' unless we happened ter run right on 'em we
"You didn't go to sleep, eh?"
"I got in a little doze jest afore yQu went out," would never be able to find 'em in the dark."
was the reply. "But I reckon we all forgot about
"We can try, anyhow."
.
the little gal. She ti·ied to foller after yer an'
'J'hen they both left the camp and started to
sneak out. · But I jumped up an' caught her. I make a search. But luck was not with them, and
had to tie her hands, too, 'cause she scratched an' after putting in a couple of hours, Wild became
kicked like anything. But I stopped her so she convinced that what Hadley said was about right.
didn't holler. I told her I was goin' to shoot her, What puzzled Young Wild West the most now
an' blamed if I didn't feel like <loin' it, too."
was the failure of Charlie and Jim to return. He
Then h€ pointed to a corner, where the fright- finally was forced to believe that they must have
e1!ed g'i r l was crouching.
fallen into the hands of the gang of rascals. AfThe girl then burst into a flood of tears, for , ter a rest of about an hour he started out again
even though it had done her some good to Jet with Hadley. This time they did not cease their
the villains know what she had intended to do, she search until they had gone as far as two miles
quicklv gave way aga!n. None of the scoundrels away from the spot. But when they returned it
seemed to have the least pity for her, and when was the same as before. No~ a trace of Charlie.
Jenkins nulled her roughly aside and pushed her er Jim, or Lick Barber and his gang could be
further b- ck in the cave, so she might have less found. It was galling to the young deadshot but
of a chance of getting away, the others only patience was one of the main things he posse;sed,
laughE;d, Charlie and Jim had tried ~any times a_n d some little time after midnight he came to
to slip thdr bonds, but they had been tied secure-- the conclusion that it would be useless to look any
ly, and there was no chance of doing it. In a further, and that the best thing to do was to
little while Lick Barber and Jenkins lay down, rest untii daylight came, so he might be fresh and
hut Slim remained on g·uard, and he kept wi<l. ~- ready for anything that happened.
awake. A couple of hours later the m:m awoke
He learned from Arietta
the widow had
one of the others and after cautionin!I;' him to fallen into a restless sle: p, s:ithat
advised that no
keep a sharp watch, he lay down. The change noise should be made to disturbheher.
Then Arietwas made twice aft3r that, and by that t ime ta and Anna--lnsisted on doing guard
duty, so
the night had passed and daylight was at hand, Wild might get some rest. But the boy
showing-, t hrough a rift in the rocks at one end not have it this way. Hadley was therewould
and
of the cave.
Wing could stay up with him. The. miner declared that he was perfectly willing to remain up
all night, so the cook was aroused and told by
the young deadshot what was expected of him.
CHAPTER IX.-The Situation Grows Worse.
"Go ahead and sleep, girls," Wild said. "I am
Young Wild West took his time about getting going to take the chance of getting a little myback to the saloon, though Hadley once or twice self. There is no need of worrying about wh~t
advised that they had better hurrv up a little, has happened. Charlie and ,lim probably have
since Lick Barber might get away. Bqt the young been caught bv the rascals, who will hold them in
deadshot had the utmost confidence in the men order to make terms with us. The little girl will
·
he had left there. What was his surprise, then, be safe, too, I am sure of it."
Then, in spite of the situation, the young deaii •
when he reached the place to find that the prisoner was no longer there. There were nearly a s shot entered the tent and· lay down and was SONI
many of the miners present as when he had left, asleep. It was not long that he had to sleep, and
and ·when he looked at their faces some of them neither was it necessary to arouse-him when the
first signs of day began to show. Wild had a
showed signs of sheepishness.
"Where's the scoundrel I left here, gentlemen ?tt way of ~wakening just about the time he wantP-cl
to, and when he crept out of the tent and found
Wild asked, rather sternly.
"Some of his gang come here an' they took Hadley and Wing sitting near at hand and n<'dding, he called out, softly:
.
him away with 'em," one of them answered.
"Hello, there! Don't go to sleep."
Thoroughly disgusted, and not a little angered
"I've come putty near it three or four time<;,
our hero left the place, Hadley going with him,
for he seemed to be willing to stick. Wild knew Young Wild West," Hadley answered, as he
ii; woald be useless to waste time in looking into sprang to his feet and ran to the boy, eagerJ.y.
the other places for the villains, so he set out "We ain't heard a sound that would iet us kno-w
for the camp. When he got there with Hadley that any one was prowlin' arouna. It's mightj'
he found the three girls and the Chinaman in a funny where that gang could have gone. But .l
state of great uneasiness. Charlie and Jim had don't think they would leave the camp, 'caus£>
Lick Barber ain't that sort of a man. They mun
not come•back to the camp yet.
"I don't know what can be keeping them _so be hidin' in some cave around, an' they've gol
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vcur two pards an' the Smith kid there, too. Maybe they think they've done a smart thing, an' that
it will be easy for 'em ter make you give in an'
let 'em have the widow's claim."
Wild now ·told Wing to hurry up and kindle a
fire, so they could have a little coffee. The cook
lost no tim~ in obeying, and the result was that
in about fifteen minutes the coffee was ready. By
this time it had grown much Jigp.ter, and after
swallowin_g- the coffee Wild and Hadley at once
set out. The ,g-irls were up, of course, and the
widow sat at the entrance of the tent, pale and
trembling.
"Keep a sharp watch, Et," was the last thing
Wild s~id to his sweetheart, as he started away
::.mong the rocks.
As they started in to go over the same ground
they had searched the night before, a sudden
thought came into the head of our hero.
"Gracious, Hadley!" he exclaimed. "I think we
have been wasting a whole lot of time. If we
had only thought to get Uncle Horace here we
might easily have found where the sneaking
coyotes are hiding."
"Thunder!" the.. miner exclaimed. "That~ so:
S'pose I go an' git him right away. I kin make
him come up here easy enough, I reckon. I'll
bring him here if I have ter drag him at the
point of my gun."
"Go and get him, then. This is too bad. A
whole lot of valuable time has been wasted, and
lc,ts of suffering has been forced upon the widow,
not speaking of the child. Charlie and Jim can
stick it out all right, so that don't amount to a
great deal. Hurry now, Hadley. Bring the old
villain here if you have to threaten to shoot at
every step."
Hadley gave a nod and promptly started off
down the path, while Wild turned to the left and
mounted to the top of the hill that lay back of
the three tents. Unconscious of the fact that he
was walking directly toward the hiding-place of
the villians he had been so long searching for
our hero continued in readiness for instant use.
It happened that Barber, Jenkins and one of the
others were right inside the entrance of the cave,
and, much to their joy, they saw the very boy
they wanted walking right into a trap.
Jen kins possessed the cooler head, and laying
his hand upon Lick's arm he whispered:
"Let me do this. I'll surprise him, an' the minute I do I want you to jump out an' ketch him.
We mustn't irive him a chance to shoot."
The young deadshot came on, peering about
him and listening intently. But the th,r ee vilvains did not make a sound beyond breathing,
and the next moment Wild was a victim. Jenkins sprang out and caught him by the arms before he had a chance to defend himself. Of
ccurse, he struggled to get awav. but Barber and
the other man quickly lent their assistance, and
the result was that he was overpowered in a
jiffy.
"In the cave with him!" Lick exclaimed, jubilantly. "The whole thing is settled now, that's
sartin. We'll see who's boss of Maxley's Flat,
too. I'll show them galoots around there what
went ag'in me last night that I kin run things
1 ight, an' you kin believe me when I say it.
I
11 in't no slouch, an' some of 'em will have to do
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some apologizin' or git drove away from the
camp."
Pretty well worn out and exhausted from being tied so long, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
felt their hearts sink within them when they
beheld Wild, as he was led in, a captive. The
little girl saw him, too, and she uttered a scream
that echoed through the cave. One of the men ~
ran to the girl and shook her roughly, but she
only screamed the more. They soon found it
best .to Jet her be, and then Jenkins made the
suggestion' that they go straight to the widow's
claim and take Young Wild West with them.
Wild, who had been quite crestfallen and angered,
brightened up when he heard what they were going to do. If they took him back to the camp
there was still a chance of his winning out, for
Arietta certainly would find a means of freeing
him. Five minutes later all but one of the villains piled out of the cave, taking Wild with
them. Then it was that little Susie Smith began
screaming again.
.'Shet up!" the man on l!'Uard roared out. The
girl suddenly did so. But it was not because
she had been ordered to cease screaming by the
man. She had heard a footstep behind her and,
turning her head, saw Hop Wah, Young Wild
·west's clever Chinee, creeping toward her.
•

CHAPTER X.
Conclusion.
Lick Barber and his gang did not proceed without caution when they approached the camp of our
friends. They knew that the girls belonging to
Young Wild West's party were well armed, and
Lick himself was not willing to let Arietta take
another shot at him. Jenkins had charge of Wild,
and keeping the muzzle of a revolver pressed
close to his head, he marched him along, telling
him occasionally if he made a sound that would
not hesitate to take his life, so he moved along
and did exactly as he was told. A good-sized
·tent that had been occupied by Joe Smith, his
wife and daughter before he died was kept between them and the tents where the girls were,
and in this way the villains kept on until they
were within a few yards of the spot. They could
hear the voices of the girls and the widow as
they talked in anxious tones, and some of them
grinned as though delighted at what they felt
sure was going to happen. Suddenly Lick Barber uttered a yell and bounded forward, a rifle
in his hand. The rest followed with the· exception
of Jenkins, who held fast to Wild, even though
the boy's hands were tied behind him. Arietta,
Anna and Eloise were taken completely by surprise, while the widow gave a shriek and ran
for the tent. The villains rushed forward and,
with drawn weapons, demanded that the girls surrender. Wing Wah nromptly threw up hi's hands,
for he saw there was no chance. The Chinaman had not seen his bi;other since the night,
before, and he could not depend upon him to ex- .
plode a firecracker or something of the kind
to dismay the ruffians. Arietta's weapons were
torn from her in a jiffy, but she managed to
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wrench herself free from the men and run from and saw, much to his surprise, that Charlie and
Jim and the little girl were prisoners there.
the camp, calling out, as she did so:
Giving them a good chance to get beyond hear"llll save you all!"
the clever Chinee got a big firecracker ready
kg,
It happened that the girl had saddled her own_ and discharged it just as Arietta happened to be
horse a short time before, she no doubt think- near the spot. It could not have turned out am:
ing that it might be advisable to use the animal nicer if it h~d all been planned, and when the girl
to go and assist her young lover. It was luck y saw them all sh.e almost forgot the danger her
that this was the case, for as she darted behind dashing young lover was in. But when Cheyenne
the rocks she suddenly thought of the horse, and Charlie hurriedly asked her where Wild was she
'then without delay she ran to it, untied the hal- gave a violent start and quickly told him.
ter and quickly mounted. Away dashed the l!'irl
"The scoundrels have got him a prisoner and
around a turn among the rocks, though she had they are in charge of the camp," she answered.
no particular destination in view just then. But "Hurry! We must go back."
luck seemed to be with her, for when she had
Then she · turned and, running to her horse,
ridden up the hill a short distance she suddenly mounted
and rode away without saying anything
heard a muffled explosion right ahead of her. more. Charlie and Jim had recovered their weathe
in
crevice
a
from
up
poured
smoke
Then
. pons, of course, and the y were ready to do some
ground, and she quickly reined in her hol'se.
fighting.
"Hop Wah, I'll bet!" the girl exclaimed, her
"Hop," the scout said, "you fetch this sneakin'
eyes brightening. "He has been away all night, coyote along, an' keep the kid with you. We'll
but probably he has turned up in time to be of . soon make short work of that gang over there.
some. service."
It ain't ve-ry far from here, I know."
Dismounting, Arietta turned and looked behind
"Allee light, Mister Charlie," came the cheerher, and seeing no one following, she hurried to ful reply from the clev_er Chinee. "Me fixee
the crevice from which the smoke was still pour- Yelly muchee quickee if •he tlv to gittee 'way, so
be. Me velly smartee Chinee."
ing and, kneeling down, called out:
Then he showed the big revolver he was carry"Hello! hello!"
"Hello!" came a voice from below. " Whattee ing in his hand, and the prisoner turned as pale
as . death arid began begging for his life. But
mattee?"
"Are you down there, Hop?" the girl asked, Hop hit him not over gently over the head witn
t~e barrel of the '"'.eapon, and kept him going
excit edly.
at a quick walk, while Susie Smith
"Lat light, Missee Alietta. Me here, so be. right along
marched along, her eyes flashing with trium1Jh,
Mister Charlie and Misler Jim here, too. Every- ~ven
thou.e;h she had put in such a terrible night
thing allee light. Um lillee Melican gal velly
Meanwhile, Lick Barber and his
:tr. the cave.
muchee glad, so be. Hip hi, hoolay !"
taken poss~ssion of the camp.
Overjoved and not a little surprised, the girl men had surely
forced Wild to sit down on a rock and orgave vent to a shout of triumph. But she did not They
Eloise to quickly gather up their
know how to get down where Hop was, so she dered ~nna .and leave
the place. The two hursimply took her horse by the head and, follow- . belongmgs and
the things that were
ing the crevice along, came to a sharp descent, :iedly gathered together
occupied with Arietta durwhich she managed to get the horse down all m the tent the y hadth~n
hesitated about comipg
and
right and then she was just in time to see Che- ing the night,
through an opening in
yenne Charlie emerge from the mouth of the cave, out. They were lookmg
the tent, however, and when they saw Lick Barholding fast to a prisoner. Behind him came be1
produce a ,big rawhide whip and threaten to
Jim Dart, leading Susie Smith, and then the
Wild a thrashing if he did not ag-ree to leave
give
order
In
appeared.
Wah
Hop
of
face
smiling
pot and no t interfere with them again they
s
the
the
at
Wah
Hop
of
appearance
the
to explain
·
.'
screamed.
jnvoluntarily
night
the
to
back
go
to
cave it will be necessary
"I
out.
roared
villains
the
of
one
up!"
"Shet
in
failing
great
a
before. The clever Chineje had
the fact that he sometimes drank too much tlon't kno~, a s it will a~ount to anything if you
·quor. He got that way shortly after Wild and yell, .but it s ):>ad enoug,1 to have one g 1l to gi t
Charlie left him at the tavern, and a little after away. She will f etch up a crowd here putty soon
midnight it became necessary for the proprietor an' the!?- there'll be s~me trouble. But we've got
to put him to bed. But Hop had got a li t tle P?Ssess1on of the claim, so it won't make much
before daylight, and started for the camp. H e difference."
"~et's hang h im!" Jenkins suggested. "He
lost his way, and by nothing more than good
luck came to the place where Charlie h ad been ,~on t have a chance to git the miners on his
tumbled into the cave, and, missing his footing, side, then." .
"All right," answered Lick, and then one of
dropped down through the crevice, fortunately
not hurting himself, though he got quite a jar. the others quickly produced a rnpe and tied it
It happened that the villains inside were doing about ?ur hero's ne~k. The widow lay in a
a lot of loud talking just then, so the n oise he swoo~ m the tent _with Anna and Eloise. But
made was not heard. Hop was always looking- she roused hersd f Just then, an'cl when she lookfor the chance to do something and hearing t he ec! out and saw what was going on s he screamed
voices he soon collected his senses and crept wildly. Neither of the girls had weapons, and
through the darkness until he saw the villains they knew not what to do.
"They are going to hang him!" the _:..idow
in the cave. He was ready to give them a surprise, but when he noticed that they were about gasped, turning to her two companions. "Wha!
to leave he waited. Then he crept a little closer shall we do 1"
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Anna and Eloise shook their heads, for they
did not know. But just then the clatter of hoofs
sounded.
"Arietta is .coming back!" the scout's wife exclaimed. "If she has managed to get hold of a
weapon she will put a stop to this in a hurry."
The widow stepped over and pulled aside the
flap of the tent. .Sure enough, .Arietta was commg. As the girl rode swiftly to the spot the villains looked at her in surprise. The widow rushed out of the tent and gave a cry of joy.
"They are~oming,, Wild!" Arietta cried . . Arietta was not armed, but she was waving her hat
in a triumphIDlt way.
"Shoot!" yelled Barber, as he threw down his
whip and released his hold upon the rope which
was tied about Wild's neck. "She's gone an'
brought help."
"No, no!" scream~ the widow, starting toward them, and then out of the tent came Anna
and Eloise, waving their hands frantically. Instead of riding right up to them, Arietta turned
her horse sharplv and went about in a circle. At
this Jenkins and two others ran for her, holding
their rifles pointed as though they meant to
shoot. The girl waved her hand defiantly at
them, but did not attempt to ride away. On rushed the three villains as though they surely meant
to take her a prisoner. But before the y got
within ten feet of her a revolver cracked and
Jenkins threw up his arms and fell.
"Whoopee! whoopee! Wow! wow! Yip! yip!
yip!"
It was Cheyenne Charlie's old familia:r call,
and it was he who had fired the shot. Crack!
He fired again, and then Jim Dart took aim
and brought down the other villain.
'Hip hi, hoolay!" came a yell from somewhere
behind them. Arietta waved her hat with delight, and quickly dismounting she picked up the
rifle that Jenkins had dropped and then started
boldly for the camp. Crang! Crang! Two .rifle
shots rang out, and the bullets whizzed dangerously close to the heads of Charlie and Jim. The
ruffians were fighting hard to retain possession
of the claim, but thev proved to be bad shots.
Crang ! Arietta fired a shot and dropped a man
who was in the act of turning a revolver upon
helpless Young Wild West. As the villain threw
up his hands and fell~ the others suddenly became demoralized and they started to flee from
the spot. But Cheyenne Charlie kept on firing;
and it was not until he emptied the chambers of
his revolver that he seemed satisfied. He had the•
satisfaction of dropping two IllOre of the villains,
too, and as each of them fell he uttered a yell
of satisfaction. Up came Hop Wah, leading his
prisoner, and running close behind him was the
widow's little girl.
"Mamma! mamma!" the latter cried, when
i:he saw her mother cr ouching near the tent. "I
am all ri_g-ht."
With a cry of joy Mrs. Smith sprang to her
feet and rushed to meet her. When she had folded ·her in her arms she wept with delight, and
the child's tears mingled with her own. Anna
and Eloise joined them, but Arietta did not. She
had started in pursuit of the fleeinR" scoundrels,
and finding tha: she ,could not overtake them on
foot when she saw that they were running

~traight down toward the mining . camp, she turned to her horse and again quickly mounted. Slie
had the riffle that had belonged to Jenkin~, and
she did not fear them now. Meanwhile, Jim
Dart had lost 110 time in cutting Wild's bonds;
and the young- deadshot, as soon as he could get
possession of a revolver, started down the hill,
joining in the pursuit. Half-way down they• . _
could see those who were left of the villains running in a bunch, and when Wild saw them heading in the . direction of Uncl~ Horace's shanty
he gave a nod of satisfaction.
. Shots were heard in every direction now, for
the shooting had stirred up the miners complete.:
ly. Arietta shouted to them of what had taken
place, and made them understand enough, to cause
them to join in the pursuit. The result was that
just a s Lick Barber and the three men who still
survived, with the exception of the prisoner Hop
had in charge, reached the shanty of Uncle
Horace, they intercepted them. The old hypocrite
had come to the door, and he held up his hands
and acted very much as though he was trying to
beseech them all to be good. The miner called
Hadley came out of the shanty just then and
waved his hat.
"Good enough, boys! I couldn't git him to
leave here, try as I might, so I stayed with him, knowin' that somethin' would happen. I've managed ter git his gun away from him, so he ain't
got nothin' ter shoot with. Git a rope ready,
'cause Uncle Horace has got to swing!"
The villains Wj!re all got in a bunch, and by
the time Wild and his partners got there ropes
~ad b~en placed about the necks of all of them,
mcludmg Uncle Horace. But Young Wild West
was very cool at that moment, and when he held
up his hands and delivered a short address to
them he easily convinced the miners that it would
not be wise to lynch the villains. He told them
all that had happened, and then Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart put in a few words after which
Hop told his part. Not to be left out of it,
Arietta related what she knew about it and then
Hop left his brotlier in charge of the 'camp and
the "".idow and Susie came along, for they seemed
to thmk that they must take part in the climax.
brought the prisoner, too, so when Lick Barber
Uncle Horace, and the other three men were led
toward the little square near the tavern the other
villain came, too. The entire population had
gathered by this time, and everybody seemed in
favor of lynching the prisoners.
"Well,_boys," ~he Joung _deadshot said, turning
to Charl~e and ~1m, there _1s no need of us trying
to stop it. We 11 go on to the widow's claim."
This they did, ;md the fie rce yelling a few minutes later told them pretty well that Lick Barber and his gang had received their punishment.
Later in the morning the young deadshot gave a
better explanation to the miners, and even those
who had been inclined to believe Lick Barber
were now w1:;ll satisfied that he had not a just
fate. The widow was to hold her claim as long
as she wanted to, and she had more friends than
she ever had before since her arrival at Maxley's Flat.
Next week's issue will conta~n "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE RANGE BOSS; OR, CROOK•
ED WORK AT THE SLEEPY J. 11
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CURRENT NEWS
"ONE-PIECE" VESSEL IS BUILT BY ELEC-

TRIC WELDING PROCESS
The first vessel ever built in the United States
by the electric welding method is ready in Providence, R. I., fol" launching by a local concern. The
"one-piece'' vessel is a tanker, 80 ,f eet long. 26
feet abeam and the hull is 12 feet deep. The
tanks in the hold have a total capacity of 200,000 gallons.
The boat will be used by the Pennsylvania Petroleum Products Company in its tanker service.
ANCIENT SAXON COINS FOU.ND
An important collection of Saxon coins, issued
during the reigns of five Wessex kings, has been
discovered in a cave near Peakland, Derbyshire,
England, by the Rev. G. H. Wilson.
Human and animal remains found in the outer
-chambers of the cave indicate, according to antiquarians, that the cave was formerly the dwelling place of some important personage, possibly
of a Saxon rlller of more than a thousand years
ago.

Mr. Wilson has advanced the theory that the
Saxons of Eastern and Middle England, retreating before the victorious Danes, took shelter in
the Derbyshire caves and that there many of
them were slaughtered or starved.
TINY RADIO IS SOLD IN BERLIN FOR 6l'
CENTS
The latest radio is a 'receiving set retailing at
about 60 ~ents, exclusive of the headpiece and
antenna. The instrument is so small that it may
be carried in a vest pocket. This is the cheapest
radio outfit yet to make its appearance. It is
nothing more than a little piece of wood, with
some coils of wire and a few screws.
The 60-cent affair is attracting much attention.
Purchasers assert that the apparatus works splendidly, being a masterpiece technically, and that
with care it will function indefinitely. Dealers
assert that the manufacture of the midget radio
costs only about 15 or 20 cents.

BOYS, ARE YOU READING

''MY TERY MAGAZINE''
The issue on the newsstands today contains an exciting detective
novelette entitled

"The Dark Curtain"
It is filled with mystery and lively adventures. One of the
best ~etective cases on record!

AND RADIO FANS!
WJZ recently broadcast a dandy police story written by JACK BECHDOLT. It was called "On Crutches." No doubt many of you heard it on
your radios. Now you can read it in our magazine. Don't miss it!

A NEW TWO-PART SERIAL BEGINS
Be sure to read "THE PURPLE DRAGON INN," by VERA€. VIELE,
if you want a first-class detective story.

THESE SHORT STORIES WILL PLEASE YOU
"A MYSTERY OF THE SEVEN SEAS," by Henry Holt
"THE ODD MAN," by Harvey Denton
"BILL .AND THE JINX," by W. J. Norton
"BORN A CROOK," by Ralph Northrop
"THE FINGERPRINT," by Sim Yan
Other interesting articles are in this number, making it the biggest
and best value for the price.

GET

A

COPY . TODAY

•
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will find it very different from the GerT>1l'ln service, I assure you."
"I really don't know to which side my sympa-Or,thies run," reolied Fred. "I don't understand
the cause of the war, but it seems to me that
A Yankee Boy in the Big War
AJ'l"Pricans sl'lould be neutral."
"That is the ground they are taking. As for
understanding the cause of the war, I don't unBy DICK ELLISO~
dersti>nd it myself, nor does anybody know just ,_
why Germany suddenly jumped on France, unless
it is the Kaiser himself and those immediately asA Serial Story
i::ociated with him. Think it over. We need all
the men we can get; on the other ha!14: if you
want to return to the German army-CHAPTER VIII.
"Oh, I don't," interposed Fred. "Of course
I had sooner be with English-speaking fellows,
I Fred Joins The British Army.
.
as far as that goes."
"Then remain with me as interpreter until I
What to rlo he did not know.
For an hour and over he trudged along the join my command and you can then decide," said
dirty road. avoiding conversation with the few General Spencer, kindly.
Fred congratulated himself upon his good luck.
he met, and all the while trying to figure out what
He thoroughly enjoyed that long ride, and he
course he ought to take.
"I can never reach the coast," he ·thought, "and was able to make himself very useful to the genif I shouftl wh1J.t good would it do me without a eral in many ways.
cent in my pocket? I can see no other way than .
At last they crossed the Belgian frontier and
to enlist in the French army."
reached the position of the 5th Army Corps.
He had settled his mind in this determination
.
.
It was just at dusk.
when a large touring car overtook him and
All day the battle had raged; the allies had
.
stopped.
been forced back several miles.
In it was seated a middle-aged man, wearmg
Fighting, however, ceased at sundown and the
the uniform of a British officer. A young Irish- soldiers of General Spencer's command were tryman acted as chauffeur.
ing to pull themselves together as best they
"Boy can you tell us if we are following the could.
highroa'.d to Belgium?" asked the officer in EngBy this time Fred's mind was made up.
lish. "Neither myself nor m y chauffeur can
All his fighting instinct had been again
speak Frei.ch. You look as if you might underaroused by his long talks with his most intellistand ·English."
gent companion.
"I do. I am an American," replied Fred, "but
Loni!' before thev reached their destination he
I speak French. I cannot tell you, sir. I am an had informed the general that he was ready to
entire stranger in this part of the world. I never enlist, so he was turned over to a Captain Carwas in France before."
ter and his name enrolled in the 31st Infantry.
"Are you one of the many stranded American
"I shall probably want to use you for "special
1
tourists?"
duty, F r ed," the general told him as parting.
"No, sir. My case is different; but I'm strand- "Meanwhile do your duty as a man and a soldier.
ed, all right. I haven't a cent."
If you survive the experience you will never re"Ha!" exclaimed the officer, " since that is the gret it as long as you live."
case it is probable that we may be of use to each
That night Fred slept in a tent with two othother. Where are you heading for?"
ers, London fellows, who were civil to him.
"Nowhere is particular. I don't know what to
Next morninl!' he was provided with a uniform
do."
and a gun and took his place in the ranks.
"Then suppose you accompany me and act as
But he saw no fighting that day; His work
my interpreter? You will be paid for your trou- was to aid in the burial of the dead. Night came
ble. Does the proposition appeal to you?"
and there had been no attack.
"It does, indeed," replied Fred, eagerly.
In the early morning, long before daylight, the
"Then jump in," said the officer. "You shall 31st was on the move.
inquire our way at the next town we come to.
Nobody near Fred knew what it was all about.
r had a guide and interpreter, but the :asccal
They were hurried forward for a mile or more
deserted me. Drive on, Barney. Follow this road
and struck into a wooded country where marchtill we strike a town."
ing was exceedingly difficult.
They had no sooner started t_han the offic~r beJust a t daybreak firing began in the distance
gan questioning Fred about himself, and m reand the next Fred knew they were c}farging upon
turn received his full confidence, for our hero
a German regiment, which put up a stiff resist!elt instinctively attracted to him. The money,
ance.
.
of course, was .not mentioned.
For fotr hours the battle raged and Fred found
"You have indeed had a remarkable expen- himself in the thick of it.
enc " the officer then said. "I am General SpenMany fell wounded around him. The Gercer ~f the 5th British Army Corps. I have been mans were forced back nearly a mile.
to confer with General J off re and am now reAgain Fxed witnessed scenes the memory of
tum in"' to my command. As an A·nerican your which made his shudder.
do
t
Wha
allies.
the
with
be
!'ympathics shou ld
you f'ay ~o enlisting in one of my regiments ? You
(To be continued.):·
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Charley, the €orn King
-OR-

WAKING UP THE BOARD , OF TRADE
By R. T. EMMET
( A Serial Story.)
CHAPTER XVIII.

•

Jack Judson Throws A Bluff.
At the fi rst practicable moment Cha riey got
Mr. Palmer on the phone and told him of h is adventure of the night before, ask ing his a dvice as
to what he should do.
He got it in the fewest possible words.
.
"Do nothing. Don't go near the place agam
on any account. If Judson looks you up lend h im
·a couple of hundred, and give him a tip on the
market. Stave all this business off until we let
go on the corr. market if you can."
"But what do you think?" persisted Charley.
· "Do you imagine that Mr. Kornahr ens,- - "
"I never emagine," Mr. Palmer cut in at the
other end of the wire. "If you want to know what
I think it is that you were a fool fo r ever h aving
anything to do with Jack Judson in the first pla ce.
What we are really interested in is corn. Lay
back and watch it boom.
·
Mr. Palmer rang off then, and that ended it.
The day passed, and nothing was seen or heard
of Judson.
Corn closed stiff on a rising market.
In the lobbies of ' the hotels and elsewher e that
evening everybody was talking about Chz.rley,
the Corn King.

Boom! More booming! Up, up! Up to the
.....-top notch the price of com soared.
Charley Sharp did it.
Of course, he had acted under the advice of
such shrewd manipulators of the market a s Edward Palmer and Jim White, but hi s had been
the brain which had conceived th<. scheme.
If Chal'ley had not been shr ewd enough to see
the great advantage to be gained by a_ctbg _on the
information which accidentally came mto his possession through Mr. Kornahrens's disappearance,
the great boom in corn which so woke up the
Board of Trade and which is still town talk in
Chicago could never have come about.
The day after the sudden turn of the m:nket
was a fine day for Charley, the Corn King.
Reporters were dter him from morning until
night.
.
.
.
The even,ing papers came out with his p1ct~re,
which the morning papers on the day followmg
printed again.
Charley predicted a still greater rise. He was
shrewd and diplomatic in his talk to the last degree.
By the close corn had risen many points.
Even a s matters stood Charley saw that he was
"it" in every sense of the world, but it had to go
higher still to sµit Mr. Palmer, for Mr. Korn•

ahrens's investments had to be covered before
Charley came in for anything.
That was done next day, when the boom continued, the price jumping by leaps and boun ds:
Not a bushel did Jim White offer in the cor n
pit.
Th e small ho1dings of timid holders were 1:y
this time about wip 2d out.
Chal'ley imagined tha t Mr. P almer had ~ bsorbect most of them , although t he p apers cred ited the boy corn king with having bought every
bu shel tha'; was offered, whereas the truth "1as
that since the boom began Charley had not bought
a bush el.
On tl:e third day Mr. Palmer calle_d Cha Tley
on the '>hone just after the opening .
"You· want to s quare y9ui·self to-day ," he ·sairl .
"Of course we ho'pe to keep this thing tip a little
.longer, but I'm no hog. I don't believe in permanently corner ing a food supply, in spite of the
hard name I bear."
"That means sell?" called Ch a:i-1ey.
"It means that such is M y ieda ," replied Mr.
Palmer. "You can do a s you plea se."
Charley was cut off then, and h e left th 3 telephone not a little puzzled.
·
Mr. Palmer did bear a ha.rd -name on the Board
of Trade.
If rumor could be believed he would sell out his
be~t fr iend for a dollar . .
Charley, who h ad found him such a kind friend
and such a firm backer, was entirely at a loss to
- know what to do.
The market was on the jump. There was every
reason to believe that the rise in corn would not
end where it was.
How could it end while Cha~·ley retained his
holdings? ·
It was impossible unless Mr. Palmer suddenly
and without warning dumped his own holdinr-s
on the market.
While Charley stood irresolute and thus pondering, the telephone rang again.
This time it proved to be Jim White at the
other end of. the wine.
"Any orders for me, Charley?" he called .
"It's a put-up job," flashed over Charley. "I
don't know what they are after. I shall hav? to
take time to think."
Over the wire he called:
"No orders as yet, Mr. White."
"Corn is high, Charley. You can close out and
clear a couple of hundred thousand a s you stand .
can you not?"
"I don't exactly know," replied Charley. "I'm
thinking. Haven't figured up yet." .
"B etter come around to the office and do your
talking over with me," said White.
"No," re:!)lied Charley. "I'm busy, and yc,u'll
have to go on the Boar rl before I can get to you.
For the present I'm holding firm."
.
"All }'ight. Good-by."
White rang off.
Charley thought that he could detect a shade
of triumph in the broker's voice.
He returned to his desk much disturbed.
The rattle of the stenographer's typewriter ~r.noyed him so that he could not think.
Clapping on his hat, he went d0\\11 on La S .dl-t
street and mingled with the crowd
(To be continued.)
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INTERESTING RADIO NEWS AND HINTS
SOLDERING FLUX
In making a soldered connection use just a tiny
bit of the flux as it may corrode in time and cause
trouble in the set.
ABOUT YOUR AERIAL
An aerial from fifty to one hunderd feet in
length will. be sufficient for almost an.,. radio
.
set.
Directional effects .are seldom felt with an
aerial of less than 300 feet long. Generally, if direction is noticed, it may be traced to some other
object which affects the aerial.
INCREA~NG SOUND
If one desires more volume use an audio frequency amplifier, A radio frequency amplifier,
will increase the range of a set, as radio frequency amplification strengthens the incoming
energy before it reaches the detector; thus wea-k
impulses from distant stations have increased
power to actuate the detector.
REDUCED RADIO RANGE
Longer hours of daylight and foliage of the
trees greatly reduce the range of a r~dio set in
summer. It has been estimated that the strength
of Hertzian waves is reduced 70 per cent. by the
sun. Trees in the summer act as antennre and
lead much of the radio energy in the ether to
the ground. The batteries may be at fault, but
the trouble is undobutedly caused by the sun's
rays and short circuiting effect of trees.
DIFFERENT KINDS OF CIRCUITS
A single circuit is one in which there is only
one coil used as the tuner, and it acts as both
primary and secondary. A two-circuit set consists of a tuner having a primary and secondary
coil, both of which can be tuned by taps or by
condensers. The three-circuit set is like the twocircuit set, except that it has a variable inductance or variometer in the plate circuit of the detector tube to produce' regeneration or feed-back
action.
GRID LEAK AND CONDENSER
The grid leak on the detector tube is frequently
the cause of trouble in homemade receiving sets.
Many beginners who have built their own, have
either completely omitted this part of the equipment or have left out the grid condenser. It is
absolutely necessary to have both instruments in
the set.
The impression seems to be that if an elaborate
grid leak is secured, that it already contains the
grid condenser. This is not always the case.
A variable grid leak may be of some assistance, but if it is used, it should be kept back from
the panel. The cause of hand capacity and con-

sequent troublesome tuning is due to the fact that
the grid wires, leak or condenser are placed too
close to the panel, where they come into proximity with the hand of the operator. If a varia- ';'
ble grid leak is used, it should be set once and for
all, and then left strictly alone. It is not necessary to change the resistance of the leak for every
station, a,p.d the results will soon tell where the
most efficient place happens to be.
Grid condensers are equally important, and it
is sometimes helpful to use a variable condenser
for this purpose. Each added control only com• plicates matters though, and tends to tempt the
operator to be continually tuning- one dial or the
other. Usually a .00025 microfarad grid condenser, together with a 2- or 3-megohm grid leak will
be sufficient, but in some cases, variable units will
improve the results.
DX RECEPTION
One of the indications of the progress of the
radio art is the inc1·eased attention which is being paid to the design of the individual parts
which are used in radio receiving sets. Until
quite recently most of this care was focussed on
the design of the coils and condensers alone. However, it is now realized that there are mile-wasting losses in poorly designed tube bases, tube
sockets and other parts, as well.
A modern fairly efficient radio receiver will receive signals which have as low a pressure as .001
volts. Even in a very good antenna this will not
produce an energy of more than .0000001 watts.
It is hard to imagine such a small quantity of
energy, but forty million receiving sets would
produce just about power enough to light one or.
dinary 40-watt tungsten light.
The oldest manufacturer of vacuum tubes
greatly improved his product by eliminating the
traditional metal shell which surrounds the base
of their tubes. This change reduces the internal
capacity of the tube and at the same time eliminates the losses from eddy currents in the metal
shell itself. While the saving of power thus accomplished is quite small when expressed in figures, it becomes of importance when compared
with the minute currents received on the antenna.
Second only in importance to the vacuum tube
itself is the tube socket, for all the energy must
pass through the socket before it reaches the
tube. Indications are that the metal shell socket
will soon become as obsolete as the single slide
tuning coil. The pest radio engineering practice of to-day calls for the elimination of as much
material as possible in the neighborhood of the
parts of the radio set which carry the radio frequencj current. This applies not only to metallic
substances, but to insulating materials as well.
The socket of the future will undoubtedly consist
merely of a comparatively thin shell of some high
g rade insulating material, and a base only sufficiently large to accommodate the necessary contact springs and connecting posts.
Some manufacturers are already mai·keting
sockets of this type.
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GOOD READING
SACRED \'JEWS
There is only one spot in the _Western Hemi~phere where it is possible· to view: the Atlant~c
- and Pacific Oceans at the same time. That 1s
from the top of El Volcan, an extinct v~lcanc
rising 12,000 feet in Panama. The peak 1s regarded· as holy ground by the Maya race of Indians and but two white men have reached the
top. Only one returned, John Q. Critchlow of
Salt Lake City having the distinction of 1ac_complishing the unique feat. Charles Br_own disappeared and is supposed to have been killed by the
Indians.
VISITS BROTHER IN TIME TO SAVE HIM
Timely arrival at his apartment at No. 316
West Forty-fourth street on t~e part of Payl
Byers resulted in the rescue of his brother, David,
fifty-three years old, a waiter living at the same
address. Paul found him lying unconscious across
a bed in a room filled with gas. The key to a wall
jet was open and gas had filled th~ r~om. 'f'.aul
notified the police, whose use of artificial respuation revived David and saved him from death.
When Paul entered his three-room flat he detected the odor of illuminating gas and traced it
to the room where David was found. Failing to
arouse David, Paul rushed to the street, asked
James Curley, who was passing, to no!ify the
police and then returned to rescue David. Policemen Murphy and Ruoff of the West Fortyfourth street station .gave first aid treatme_nt, and
when the ambulance from B ellevue Hospital a1·rived Doctor Woodson attended the man and took
him to the hospital.
On the dresser in the room where David was
found Paul toid the police, he found a note which
he believed David had written. Paul said the note
read to the effect that the writer had decided "to
end it all." That it was impossible for him to
sleep and it contained request s _for Paul to _tal_<e
care of his brother's body. David had been m 111
health recently, Paul said.
DOGS BITE MEN WHO ARREST MISTRESS
Indignant at the arrest of their owner, Mrs.
Jennie Marcella of Brooklyn, On a charge of selling liquor, two large brown dogs st~ggled valiantly with an equal number of detectives of the
Special Service Squad, biting the detectives and
tearing their clothes before they were clubbed
into submission.
Detectives George Cunningham and John Sasek
bought liquor in Mrs. Marcella's grocery store,
according to their reports. They told her she
was under arrest and she went to get her coat.
Then the dogs, with angry barks; arr~ved.
.
The detectives struggled for ten mmutes while
a large crowd gathered and cheered the dogs.
They eventually took their prisoner to the Hamilton avenue station after their wounds had been
treated by Doctor Schwartz of Long I sland College Hospital. The dogs were turned over to the
:Qoard of Health for examination for rabies.

LOST BOY FOUND, BUT GONE AGAIN
Finnigan's epigram, "Off ag'in, on ag'in, goi:ie
ag'in," applies perfectly to six-year-old Quentm
Tuggle, son of Dr. Thomas W. Tuggle of_ New
York City. The doctor reported to the police of
the Missing Persons Bureau that Quentin, a handsome boy with golden Buster Brown hair, and
large for his years, had not come home from
play. A general alarm was sent out for him.
Midnight came, but no Quentin. His mother
was distracte"d and Father Tuggle walked miles,
circling the neighborhood. Just when the parents
had decided that Quentin had been kidnaped or
had met with an accident a neighbor came to the
house dragging a rebellious Quentin by the hand.
He had been found playing with two older boys
in Amsterdam avenue, not more than a block and
a half from his home.
There was rejoicing, a mild spanking, loud
tamentation in quick succession in the home.
Quentin was put to bed still stoutly assert;ing that
he wanted "to play some more."
Evidently he meant it.. For next morning
when his mother arose at 7:30 o'clock Quentin's
little bed was empty. He and his rompers were
"gone ag'in." Up until noon he was still gone
and Doctor Tuggle was wearing out another pair
of shoes, to the neglect of his patients.
"We're not so much worried to-day after last
night," said Mrs. Tuggle over the telephone. "We
believe Quentin will be found, but we can't understand what's come over the child. He has
everything he wants at home. In fact, his father
spoils him. I think that's the trouble."
If the Tuggles have to call on the police again
there's a sterner spanking in store for Quentin.
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NORTH CAROLINA CLAIMS OLDEST TREE
What is claimed by the owners to be the oldest
apple tree in the world is located on the farm of
J . B. and H. W. Horton of North Wilkesboro,
Wilkes County, N. C. "Horton's Golden Age Apple Tree" is the name of the venerable fruit bearing tree, said to be 170 years of age. It has been
cut from the top, where it has a spread of limbs ·
of 2 feet and is 6 feet 5 inches in diameter.
Sometimes, on good years, it bears from 50 to 75
bushels of apples, accor ding to t he owner s, and
has not had any kind of scientific at tent ion. The October bulletin of the St at e Depa rtment
of Agricultu re claims that a tree located in P atrick Count y, a bout six miles from Stuart, is believed t o be t he oldest ap ple t ree in t he wor ld.
T hat tree is said t o be 120 years old, 12 feet in
circumference, 60 feet high and with a 70-foot
spread.

LAUGHS
FROM ALL POINTS
COLQSSAL RECIPE
Take 46 pounds of butter, 99 pounds of sugar,
127 pounds of flour, 14 quarts of milk, 730 eggs,
28 ounces 6f soda, 9 ounces of salt, 3 pounds of
baking powder , 9 ounces of flavoring, 2 gallons
of pineapples, 4 gallons of cherries, 12 pounds of
pecans, 6 pounds of citron, 3 pints of molasses a nd
85 pounds of icing sugar and you have the ingredients of the 620-pound birthday cake t hat
wa s baked for t he centennial of Elkhar t, Ind. ·
GIRL "FRESHIES" TO WE AR
STYLISH HOSE
Paris and New York hose styles have gone into
the discard among Marietta College freshman
girls, according to the edict issued recently by the
upper class co-eds.
The warning says all girl "freshies" must appear in white cotton hose, white head bands, and
white middies. These must be worn, daily and
those violating the order will be dealt with by a
jury of upper class girls who plan cold duckings,
shingle bobs, etc., as punishment.
F ORBID

LONDON THEATER TO GIVE SEATS TO
CANDY BUYERS
The management of one of the principal London theaters has announced its intention to give
each purchaser of a box 9f clrocolates a free ·seat
at the play. The cost of the chocolates will range
from 10 shillings, entitling the buyer to a seat in
the stalls, to 15 pence, which will carry a seat in
.
the gallery.
The management explained it was taking this
action as a protest against the system which
charges a heavy entertainment tax to theater-s,
but permit the giving of elaborate cabaret shows
to dinner and supper guests without the payment
of such a tax.
The management which originated the chocolate idea intends to defy the authorities, it was
declared, to take action against a theater selling
candy as a for,d and giving a free seat to a performance unless similar action is taken against
hotels and restaurants.

. "I wa nt a book for a high-school boy. "How
about Fieldin g? "I dunno. Got anything on
·
base-running ? "
"What were you g ping into t hat pawnbroker's •
for t he ot her day ?" "Why, E thel said I'd have
to redeem my past befo re she'd mar ry _m e."
Mother-Your pana, dear , is a tea sampler. He
samples the different kinds of t ea. Bobbie-When
I g-row up, mamma, I'm g oin' to be a candy
sampler.
Boarder-Here's a nickel I found in the ha sh.
Landlady-Yes, I put it t here. You've been complaining, I understand, about lack of chan.2:e in
your meals.
"Your wife is all right again, I under stand?"
"No; the doctor still calls." "But I heard she
was out of danger." "No one is out of danger
while t he doctor .calls."
He-Why are you women always J?oing t o bargain sales in the hope of getting- somet hing for
nothing? She-For the same reason you men
are always going to poker clubs.
"Yes," said the orator, "mv address was a
great hit. Why, they applauded me for five
minutes after I sat down." "Thev was awful glad
you was throuJ?h, wasn't they, pa?" said Tommy.
During a recitation in natural history a teacher
asked : "Can any one tell me where the home
of the swallow is?" There was a long silence.
Finally one lad rose and offered this response :
'·The home of the swallow is in the stummick."
A little boy, who had been taught to re port
promptlv his misdeeds, sought his mother with an
aspect of !!"rief and r epentance. "I broke a brick
in the fireplace," he announced, on t he verg-e of
t ears. "Well, t hat is not beyond remedy," smiled
the mother, "but how on earth did you do it?•
"I was pounding it with fat her's watch."
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INTERESTING IT~MS
APPETITE SENDS MAN TO JAIL
Wild dove is the delicacy Giovanni 'Ferazza,
vegetable gardener of Fairfax, Cal., is fondest
of and nothing else but.
Occasionally his longing for wild dove, broiled
and garnished with mushrooms, spaghetti and
garlic becomes akin to the thirst of a scofflaw for
forbidden gin.
To date Giovanni's appetite for wild dove has
cost him $400 in fines for three violations of the
fish and game law, and for a recent offense he
was sentenced to sixty days in the county jail by
Justice of the Peace De La l\fontanya.
Ferazza's last expedition for wild dove was
made in the Tarpalpais game refuge, where he
was apprehended by Walter .B. SelJmer, deputy
fish and game commission.

Johann's, was arrested on complaint of th~ girl's
father, Charles Jackso!'\, They were sent to the
West l00tn street police sLation, charge~' witl1
being fugitives from justice.
Jackson told the police that his daughter ""1"
Johann. left their homes on July 23, taking witl.
the?? six $1,000 gold bonds of the Swiss City or
Zurich, as well as $140. Miss Jackson admitted
taking the bonds, but said they were bought with
money left by her grandmother and were really
her property. Five of the bonds, she said, were
in a New York safe deposit box.
The girl said that she and Johann were 1mgaged, but did not intend to he married until
they had made a success of their musical careers. Johann formerly took singing lessons from
Miss Jackson's father.

PAY ROLL HOLDUP
F our bandits who had followed Daniel Hunecke, seventeen, and Charles Gorman, sixty-seven,
clerks employed by the West Fortieth Street
Slaughter House Company, forced the two clerks
into an automobile at Eleventh avenue, between
Thirty-ninth and Fortieth streets, and robbed
them of a pay roll of approxim1tel y $2,600 in
cash. The bandits escaped in the automobile
which they used to follow Hunecke and Gorman.
The clerks were unarmed and were carrying
the money in a small hand-bag when the ba1 Jits
drew up to the curb and forced them into the car
at the point of pistols. The automobile then drove
to Eleventh avenue, near Thirty-fifth street, an<l
the clerks were forced to enter a hallway and
stand with their faces to the wall until the bandits got away. Although there were many persons passing and it was about noon, no one noticed any disturbance attending _the hold-up.

LOOK, .BOYS!

RATTLESN AKES
T he queerest farm in the Ozarks is that of Miss
Rose Ahern and her brother Henry. Several miles
up Indian Creek, in the heart of the rockiest and
roughest part of the hills and bluffs, this brother
and sister operate what they call their "diamond
rattlesnake farm."
The principal profits come from the extracting
of poison from the rattlesnakes, which is &old at
high prices to doctors, chemists and others. Physicians use this poison, after it has been prepare6
in a scientific manner, for the treatment of epilepsy and other diseases. It is known as crotalin.
They also get a good revenue form the sale oi
live reptiles to museums and traveling shows. The
established rate is two cents a pound. A large,
fat serpent usually brings several dollars. The
smaller, poorer specimens are killed and rendered
into oil.
ENGAGED COUPLE ACCUSED
Miss Helen Hunt Jackson of Media, Pa., and
Joseph J. J ohann of Philadelphia, music tudents
who have been living with a younger sister of

TRAPEZEE
The Acrobati c Wonder Toy
ALMOST HUMAN IN ITS
ACTIONS!

. It consists of a handsome parallel
iron frame on which the little yellow
man accurately performs like an athlete.
Five Different StuntsTHE F LYING TRAPEZE _:_ Release the
trigger-pi~ ~nd the figure swings forward, gnppmg the brass trapeze-bar
turns a somersault in the air and catche~
a cross-bar by his heels.
THROUGH THE LOOP-A swift swing
and he goes thro:igh a wire ·loop, makes
a turn and, catchmg by his heels, swings
head downward from ·a bar.
THE GIANT SWING- He goes forward
with a rush, releases the trapeze, catches
a horizontal-ba r with his heels, makes
two swift somersaults in the air and
catches by his heels again.
He performs two more horizontal-ba r
acts with the grace and agility of a circus star, and many new ones can be invented.
The Most Wonderful Toy in
the World !

PR IC E

$1 .0 0

The collapsible stand and the little manikin are neatly packed in a handsome box.
Delivered anywhere in the United States on
• receipt of price. Address
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
166 W. 23d St., New York City, N. Y.
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HERE AND THERE
NATURAL PIPE LINE FOUND IN QUARRY
While some workmen in Bath, Maine, were
quarrying stone they uncovered at a depth of
about '20 feet a w.ate · conduit about th1·ee feet
wide and two feet high. The conduit was in a
soHd ledge and it is of uniform diameter its full
length, 200 feet. The four sides are deeply corrugated, showing that at some time water ran
through it at great pressure. It is one of the few
of nature's pipe lines that have been exposed.
SOME THINGS AB.OUT THE MOON
Like the earth, the moon receives its light from
the sun, and its day, the interval from sunrise to
sunset, is a month. The long sunshine for two
weeks and the absence of sun for the following
··two. weeks must cause immense variations of temperature. Astronomers have estimated that the
temperature must fall in the long nights to 200
degrees below zero. In spite of this small amount
of heat, -an instrument called the bolometer,
which detects heat from a candle a mile away,
succeeded in detecting heat rays coming from the
moon. The existence of water in any quantity has
not been detected by instruments and no clouds
have been seen. It is possible that water-probably in the form of ice-may exist at the bottom
of some of the deeper craters, but the low temperature would scarcely permit it to be liquified
even when the· sun was shining.
SLAIN BY KIDNAPERS
Giacoma Mattoetti of Rome, rich Socialist
member of the Chamber of Deputies, who was
mysteriously kidnaped while walking in the street
with his wife, was stabbed and· beaten to death
in a woods, thirty miles from Rome, according to
information obtained from the police.
It had previously been reported that Matteotti was in a hospital alive, but in a serious condition from the attack.
,
Political adherents of Matteotti claim the kidnaping and assault was the work of the Facisti.
The police have made three arrests, including
the chauffeur of Signor Filippelli, editor of the
Corriere d'ltaliano, but they do not believe that
the editor himself was implicated. Two other
arrests are expected.
Premier Mussolini promises the most dramatic
punishment of the guilty.
RATS RING BURGLAR ALARM
Nine policemen and John McIntyre, owner of a
five-story brick storage warehouse in New York,
were baffled to account for the ringing of a burglar alarm bell in ..the building for more than an
hour the other morning until the firm which installed the alarm suggested that rats in contact
with the wires were to blame.
It was shortly before 5 o'clock when the police
heard the alarm bell and surrounded the building. They pulled down the lower section of the
fire escape ladder and climbed to the roof, trying
every window on the way up, but could not gain
")ntrance. The'l they telephoned to McIntyre, whe
lives in Jersev City. '.'1hP.n he arrived he opened

the doors, switc:ied on all the lights and a thorough search was made from cellar to roof. No
o~e was found in the building and nothing was
disturbed, but the alarm continued to ring until
the electrical concern shut it off.
FATAL DIAMOND RING
A ring studded with diamonds and pearls hangs
suspe:tided to a silken cord around the neck of a
statue in one of the most frequented parks in
Madrid. It is safer there than in one of the
strongest rooms in the Bank of England. Thousands of people pass it every day and admire its
beauty, but the greatest thief in Spain hesitates
even to touch it. It is believed to deal out death
to whom it belongs. The ring was especially made
for the late Alfonso XII, who gave i.t to his cousin Mercedes on the day of their betrothal. Upon
her death it passed into the possession of the
King's grandmother, Queen Christina. Three
months afterward she died. The King passed on
the deathly band of gold to his sister, who died
a month after she received it. The King then.
placed the jewel in his own casket of precious
relics, and lived less than a year after he had
done it.
DOCTOR COUNTERFEIT "KING"
In ai·resting two members of what United
States Secret Service Agents termed the biggest
plot in years to flood the country with counterfeit
$20 Federal Reserve Bank notes, the authorities·
believe they have rounded .UP the last of a criminal gang which really has a "master mind."
This "master mind" they say is Dr. Ju~o C.
Johnson, of New Haven, Conn., who with his
brother-in°law, Otto Elster, was arrested at the
Pennsylvania Station, Manhattan, as they were
about to leave for Miami, Fla.
..;
Doctor Johnson had distinguished himself in
the honest walks of life. 1n the World War he
served with distinction in the famous "Princess
Pat" Regiment of the ·Canadian army. He was
decorated three times, once by King George. He
was placed in charge of the X-ray department of
a hospital, and diagnosed more than 5,000 cases
ln:ought from the field of battle.
Doctor Johnson is described by Joseph A. Palma, principal operative in charge of the Secret
Service, as the originator of bleaching $1 bills
and then having them raised to $20 denominations.
It was six months ago that Agent Palma, P.
A. Rubano and other operatives of the local division raided a cottage at Bayport, L. I., completely equipped with counterfeit material, and
seized $40,0_00 in bogus notes. Doctor Johnson
has been watched since this raid, officials said.
Doctor Johnson was held in $10,000 bail and
Elster in $5,000 for hearing when taken before
United States Commissioner Rasquin in Brooklyn. They are charged with conspiring to make
counterfeit $20 bills.
It was alleged that Doctor Johnson was the
owner of the converted submarine chaser Madeli=. alleged rum runner recently captured.

The $}2 a week.mechanic._
who becllme a millionail'e!
T

WENTY-THREE years ago, John C.
Wahl was working as a mechanic in
Peoria, Illinois, at $12 a week:.

To-day, he is a millionaire-having an income
that runs into six figures-nationally ;ind inter- nationally known as the inventor of the Wahl
Adding Machine, the Wahl Fountain Pen,
and president of The Wahl Company, manufacturers of the famous Eversharp pencil.
It is interesting to note that the change for
the better in the life of John C. Wahl came
the day he saw an advertisement that hit him
straight between· the eyes. As he puts it,
· "it told how the International Correspondence Schools could make a draftsman of a
fellow without interfering with his daily work."
That day, John C. W ahl enrolled and started
to build for the future. His present success
is proof that he builded well.
"Pick the line of work you like best," he
said the other day, "and stick to it. Study
hard and success will take care of itself. Nothing is impossible when a man really makes up
his mind that he's going to get ahead."
John C. Wahl is just one of thousands of
I. C. S. students who have made good in a big
way. The lives of such men should be an
inspiration and a guide to every man who
wants a better job and a bigger salary.

If the I. C. S. c~n smooth the way to success for
oth-er men, it can help you. If it can .help other
men to go forward to better jobs and bigger
salaries, or to 5'lccess in businesses of their owu,
it can help you, too.
At least find out how by marking and mailing
this coupon. It doesn't obligate you in any way
to do this, but it may be the means of chapgina:
your entire life.

MAIL. THE COUPON TO-DAVI
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4500-C, Scranton, Penna.
"' Without cost or obllgation. pleas e tell me how I ean QUalit:f for
the ooslt ion or in the subject befor e which I hu e marked aa X ;
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Salesmanship
B uslnesg Management
Advertising
1ndustrial Management
Better Lettera
Personne l Or1a.nlz&t1ou
Show Card Lett erina:
~ Trame Manageme nt
; Stenoirraphy and T1Plns
0 B usiness 't,aw
Bualneas Ena-Usb
Banking and D a.nkJng' Law
Civil Service
Aceountaccy (including C.P .A.)
·gRallway Mall Clerk
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Co mmon School Subject&
Bookkeeping
11:lgh School Subjects
Secreta3 French
Dluatratlng
D Cartoonilla:
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
D Architect
Electrical Engineeri ng
Architects• B lue Prints
Elect ric Lighting
Contractor and Builder
Mechanical E ngineer
Architectural Drartsma.a
Mechanical Draftsman
ConcretQ B uilder •
Machine Shop Practice
Str uctural E ngineer
RHilroad Pos itions
Chemistry D Pbar!DJICJ
Gas Engine OperaUng
Civil Engineer
Autora»blle Work
Hurveylng and Mapptn,a
Alrplane..Enllinea
Navigation
Meta ll urgy
Agriculture and Poultry
Steam Engtneerlng
~ Mathematica
Radio
.
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B18 VALUE-for. ·10 01s.

6 Songs, word• and music; 25 Plo-

tures Prett)" Girls ;40 Wa • to Make
Book on
Money; 1 Joke Book•
I.ave; 1 Magic llook;J. iiook I,etter
Writing; 1 Dream .t>OOk a-nd Fortune Teller; 1 Cook Book; 1 Base
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Toy Maker Book; Language of
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Genuine Diamond Ring GIVE(
Girls! here Is the Doll you will LOl'e, The Darling
of lhe Capit>I. Handsom• stalely looking Doll with
~ quisile Colonial head-dreso cl pu.-. while hair.
Robed in elegant party costume. Beautiful blue
eyes that cl-, pearly _ler 1 h, linely formed body.
Arms, legs and head lum to anv position. You
must have lhi> darling Colonlai DoH. FREE
"""l!• .__..,... for seUing 18 packages Standard Bluing al IOc
each. Order now and get Special Offer ol Guaranteed Genuine Diamond lttnc, given with Doll

SlANDABD BLUING CO. ,.,.. 858 Attlebon. Jllaq.

----

33 TRICKS 10c

Royal Sales Co., Box 2n, Nor~valk, Conn.

PILES

DON'T BE

CUT

Until You Try
This Wonderfu l
Treatment .

l\Iy internal method of treatment Is the
correct one, and Is sanctioned by the best
Ointinformed physicians and S\lrgeons.
ments , salves and otner local applications
relief.
temporary
onlv
glYc
If you tiave pile• In any form write for a
FREE sample of P11ge's Pile Tablets and
.vou Will blesR the day that you read this.
Write today.
E. R. Page, 349-:F Page Bid~., Marshall, Mich,

GOITRE Pa~:ihon
~

!~:-:.

anb~;n:~1cr vii

~t~::l f~!

growth a~ on~. reduces t~enlarge.
ment, stops pain and dlstre•s and rellevee lnallttle wbole. Pay when weU.

Tellyourfclen dsal)oatthl•. Write
111eatonce. DR. ROCK.
Dept. !lfi Box737, MIiwaukee, Wls.A'l_..~..d :.t-:=--•

TOBACCO

or No Pay
Curedtee,pipe,
Habitciaan,ciwaret
cbewina or•nu.ff
Any form,
Complete trealmentae11 t
nntri•I. Coeta Sl .00 if it cur-. Nothin,r if it faila.

Guaranteed. Harmle •-

of DeZilvo should convince
you more than anything we
may say. how needless it is to
suffer with this dangerous, un•
sightly ,disfiguring ailment. When

ti~~'.i~~r.:::~
f~~~~~tl~
address

Kolarlaboratories, 21 KolarBld(.,FtWayo,lad.

SUl'~RliA t:U. M-21, Baltimore, Md.

S - - - O L D 111O:NEl'

WANTE D--- '

$2 to ~00 EACH pa.id for hundreds of old
coins. Keep ALL Old or odd money, it may
be VERY valuable. Send 10 cts. for ILLUSTRATED COIN VALUE BOOK. 4x6. Get
·
Posted. We pay CASH.
CLARKE COIN CO .• Ave 18, LeROY. N. Y.

330 POUNDS
OF ·DIAMOND S
BEING SOLDBY SOVIET
Russian
The
Rul,
newspaper
printed in Berlin,
the
published
that
statement
Soviet Ambassador Krestinsky is
handling the sale
of 339 pounds of
diamonds which
were confisclrted
Soviet
by the
Governmen t and
which are being
sold t h r o u g h
agents in Paris,
New York and
London
It is stated uiat
a large number of
diamonds are being smuggled into
the United States
through Canada
by women employees. According to the newspa per, the diamonds on sale are
held in the Kremlin at Moscow
and are released
o!11Y upon thEl,,.
signatures of five
members of the
Political Bureau
of the Communis t
P arty.
The Rul declares that international jewelers
and diamond
are
merchants
uneasy concerning the jewels in
Soviet hands and
that tl}e Belgian
and Dutch Chambers of Commerce
have already boygems
cotted
bought from Soviet agents.
The quantity
diamonds in the
possession of the
so
is
Soviets
great, the Rul estimates, that it
will require a decade to sell them
unless they are
sacrificed.

of

~r

Send for this Free Book!
/f"" FASCINATING

~

BOOK of Detective stories that shows how ordinary
boys a nd men have won nationwide fame, thousands of dollars in reward_s,
and important official positions by solving finger print mysteries!

" • • • Shortly before midnight a young
couple slipped a way from the dance. They
eought out a long, low, ra kish road ster. With
powerful headligh ts picking out the path, it
moved cautiously t hrough the parking space
and out onto the high road.
"Early next morning-a farm boy found the
girl's dead body crumpled in thewaysidedit, n.
Concealed in the bushes at the side of the road
Jay the boy's lifeless body, also shot from be·
hind."
Who had committed the murder?
R~ad the rest of the story on page 15 of our
new Finger Print book. Find out how the
murderers wer e traced, tried and convicted1
and how a certain finger print expert solvea
five murder mysteries and secured 97 convic•
lions in less than a year.
Fintl out how J'OD can become a Fin••r
Print Expert.

Thirteen Thrilling Stories
of Mystery and
Achievement
'l'lalrteen • torfee of crime. daring robberies. m1 • te-

rioa• murden. thrillinaeacapee. You'll en/07.••sno••

frik.:,,:• :b~~jf:y:~:::-..Tbe lnTis be Finger
Jo °FoUN.,. • trof' account of• areat political coup,

:tt; :~3
later •!>Pointed to the moat Important identif!ca-

~~!~ t;b:S!~::1i~feni:;!r•fr~i~g

0

Uon -ltlon in the • tale.
·
Yoa'II resd of men who achieved tome, bfir nwarda
In a abort time throu11h the

~in:,~~=~

Any man wlao can rea!!_ and writ• can H•
Cl fifl6er print expert.

-

Finger Print Experts
Needed!
More and more the detection of crime resolves itaelf
Into a problem ot identification. Trained men are
needed every month to ftll the new positions that are
created. Records ahow that University of Applied

~::.ceL~~:3•~ero.:e:r:r:!~: i~·u~! ei~; :~: :::l;
0

PARTIAL LIST
GraduatesU.of A.S.
R ;:,cently appointed
F lu ,;er Print Ex•
perts of theee
Statea, Cltle• aud
lnstltutloua.
State of Iowa
S tat<> of Idaho

boreao1 to which U . of A. S. men have been ap•
pointed .
You can learn linger print identification in
a few montha in your •pare l ime--at home.

Send the Coupon!
This book ::annot be bought at any .[le wel'tand or
booketore-- but it wiJl be sent to you FREE if.J'OU
write to oe at once. 1'hirt7- two pagN, Ulustrated in
color with weird crime pict uret1. Thie book explains

s~~~:~P,~":~
~i~t~•,ij,t~
Pittaburgh, Pa.

how you ean get • profenional ftnaer print outfit
free. Write for this book today,

t!!!
~=(n~~•i'.;feh,
Sch,neetad7, N. Y .

1920 Sunnyside I've., Dept. 10.99Chlcuo, l1L

1

i~~ y':J'rc~ :!t~~;;; tt:ain~;;1~ ~1;;, ~~~t~1:u:
0

Great Fnlla,Moll&.

Lorain County,
El Paso, Te.z:as
Gnlvetton, Te%U
llou• ton. Texaa
Lincoln. Nebr.
Everett, Wub.

Oblo

o,:~·~~\.

P,~
'l.\~:::.::•1.r~:t
Pueblo, Colo.

AJ:::y~J.n-Y.

-¥.,bambra, Calif.

eaW:...'!.~;,.

University of Applied Science

··············-'
i••···············~···
II
I•
•
•
•

I

Univenlty of A111>lled Science, Dept. 10-"9
1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Chlcaeo, Ill.

Please send me free 7our 32·paee illustrated book
.. Finger Prints." I understand that there is abeolutely no oblia-ation. Aleo tel1' me how J can

becom e a finger print expert by 11tudyl,~g a feW'
-months in spare time-and how I can.. get a pro-

i

feaiooal ftnaer pri,lt outftt/re,.

I

Addr•-..--:::::--------

Name•·--···

Ci'1f.-•------•• •·-----Bt4,.. _ _

WILD WEST WEEKLY
~-

LATEST I S SUES -

-

1110 Yonng Wild W e~t " Bustlnl?" the Buck er s : or, crhe
Cowboy Who "Tou ch ed Leather."
1120 " R escuing His s,.,,eetneart; or, The Best Shot ot
All.
J121 " Foll!nl? the Raiders: or, T a king n Long Chance.
J122 " Corralling the Creeks! or, Arletta and the Red skin Round1Jp .
J 1'.?3 " Wnrnlng: or ,The Secret Bnnd of the Gulch .
112-1 " Aft e r Big Game: or, Arletta and the Hunter's
Trap
ll25 " Clean Sweep: or, The R eformation of Reckl~SI\
Camp .
1126 " and th e H oodoo Claim; or, A'rletta and the Keg
of 'nggets.
1127 " and "Cinnamon Hank"; or, The Grudge of the
Gil a Gi a nt.
1128 " S<'rlmm og e with Sioux: or, Arletta and the
Renegade.
J129 " R ,,cf nl!' · the Cowboys; or, Saving a Doomed
Ranch.
1130 " Blgl!est Pan out; or, Arletta and the Lost Pros1131

8

s ~~~~t; ~~ ·H11ndr! 11 Th ousa nd; or, The Shot That
Stopped the Train .
11~2 " F a ll Rounrl Up: or, Arletta and th<' Rustlers.
1133 " Ove r the Rio Grande: or. The Hunt for the
Stolen Stock.
1134 " anrl the R edskin Spy; or, Arletta's Clever
D ecoy .
1135 " G unn ing for Gold: or, Outwittin g the Mine
Pl otte r s.
1136 " F orr•erl t o Fight; or, H ow Arl etta B'oss e d the
Gulch.
1137 " anrl t he F,ngll sb E a rl; or, The Sea r ch for •
Mi ss ini, Mon.
1 138 " a n•' th<> Indian Agent: or, Arl etta Sh ooting for
H <'r Life.
113!1 · .. L .sM Du el : or. Th " Picni c at Dry Bottom.
lH0 " ann t h <' U. S. Ma r shall; or, Arletta as a Detertlve
1141 " Rt • n p in g n Flood : or. Sa vi ni? n D oome d Camp.
1142 " an,1 / hp Ma ll Coach : or, Arletta and the Lady
"

an:~ tfi~u~f ys tic Dozen; o r , The Scourge of R ed
R ock Pa ss.
1144 •t H PlJ1i nl!' the 9th Cavalry; or, .Arl etta as a
f;ha rps hooter.
1 H 5 " 9nrl tJJ ~ Min e r ' s "Kid " ; or, Fi ghting for a
Gol<l Cl• lm .
1 14() " a n/I th e R ed s kin R us tler s; or, Arle t ta Sa ving
the Ca ttl e.
• 14 7 " F ight on the l\les a : or , S J> rrounde /1 h v Grens ers.
, HS " Lenclln g a R a id; or, Ar let ta a n d th e B a r s of
Gold .
1 149 " at Yankee Cnmp : or, A F ourth of July on the
B order .
, 150 " Co r n Pr ed by A na ch es; or, Ari etta and the
P olsn ne<l .Arrow.
- ltil " nn ,1 " Tnn ocen t Ike": or, T fap pin i, a Tri cky
Rus tler.
\'!
Pr'lirj,.,, p ,, ,.Rnit : "'"· AriPt tr n r ., nti -rfl.
'153 " nn ,1 th e T ex as ('oTI· boys : or . . T he Rc r l m m age
with the Rhce nmPn.
11:; 1 " W ashing Out Go ld: or, Arletta's L uc k y Discover y.
- 0 , , s le 1,v n' l n ew s rl e nlPr s , nr wlJJ h e sen t t o an y ad' d : ~ss on r eceipt of nrire. fk. J)Pr cop y, in m on ey
o r p ostage sta mps h y
1143

1

"
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HARRY E. WOLFF', Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York City

HOW T O '
WRITE THEM
J->rl('e 35 Cf"nt" Per Copy ·

'l.' bls u ook conta ins al l\ t he most r ecent chnnges
In the m et hod. of con s trutl on nnd submission of
scenari os. Six t :v, Le s s on s. coYerin g ,Pve ry phnse of
•cennrlo wri t ing: F or sale bv 111) Newsrlealers 11nd
, nook s tores,. If you cannot proc ure n copy, send u1
I t he price. R;i cen ts . In money or postage •tamps, and
we will mnll vou one. post11gP free. Ad<lre•s,

11

L. S<"a nre n s. '210 Sevt-ath Ave. , New York. N. Y.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They .contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
No, 1. NAPOLEON'S O RACULU~I AND »R F.A 'IC
B OO K.-Contaln iog the grent oracle of human destiny;
also the true m eaning of almost nny kind of dreams,
together with charms, ceremonies, and curious games of
carrls.
,
No. 2. Ho,v TO DO TR I CKS.-Tbe great book of
· mngic nnd card trkks, contslnlng full !nRtructlon on all
the leading cnrd tricks of the day, also the most popular
magl cnl illusions ns performed by our l eading mngiclans: every hov shoul<l ohtain a copy of this book.
No. s. no,v TO FLIRT.-The arts nnd w!les of flirtation nre full.v explained by this lfttle book. Besides the
various methods of hnndkerctilef, fan, glove. parasol,
window ancl hat flirtation. it contains a fulJ list of the
langual!'e and sentiment of flowers.
N o. 5, HO W T O l\lAKE J,OVE.- A complPte guide to
love, courtship and marrlnge, giving s e nsible ndvice,
r ules nnd etiquette to h e obs erved . with many curious
and interesting thingR not g PnPrally kno"' n. ·
No. 7. H O W T O KEEP BIRDS ,-Handsomely lllustrated and contnlnlng fnll Instruc tions tor the management and training of th e can a ry, mockingbird, bobolink,
bla-ckblrd, pnroqnet . na r rot. etc.
No. 8. H OW T O RECO~fE A SCIENTIST. -A useful
and instructive hook, l?'lvlng n complete treatise on
chemis try: also e xperiments In ncpuRtfcs, mecbanl~s.
mathematics, chemi s try. nnd dlreetions for mnklng fire works, colored tires, nod g a s baJJooos. This book cannot be equnled.
No. 9.

HOW '1'0 RECOME A

No. JI.

HOW TO WRTTE LOVE-LETTERS.-A mMt

VENTRILOQUIST-

By Harry Kennpdy, F:ve r y intelllgpnt boy reading this
bO<'k of Instructions cnn mnRter th e nrt, nnd create any
amount of fun for him self and fri e nds. It Is the great•
es t book ev<>r pnl,ll s h ~d .
No. lO. HOW TO ROX.--Th e art of Relf-defense ma/le
1'8SY.
Containing over thirty llln strntlotis of guards,
hlows and th e dlfl'erePt positions of n good hoxer.
E..-ery boy ~hould obta in on e of th e se u s~ful and ln~~;,u:;~vro:t~?i~f~ts It wiJJ tench You b ow to box with<'OmnlPte little book. Mn to fnlng full nlrP<'tlnn s for writlnl? love- lett~rs . nnrl " ·h n to use th em, g!Ylng specimen
0

) ptt- in r s f o r vnnng- n nil ri l<l .
Nn. la. JJO•V TO no JT;

OR. BOOR OF ETTQUETTE.- It Is a grP11t life s eere t. and one that every
Yo u,ng" m nn d esires t o know nlJ a b out. Th e r e' s happin ess In It.
No. IR. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GAR,DEN.Contninlng full lnstru ctlonR fo r con structing
wlnrlow
1rn ril e n eith e r in town or con n try, a n rl th e m os t 8 npprovPd
m eth od s for r a ising h en ntlfnJ fl ow f'r R nt ho m e The
m ost completP h ook of t he klnn ever publish ed . ·
No, 17. HOW TO DllESS.-Contaln in g fulJ instructi on In th e nrt of dres sing nn cl a ppea rin g" Wf'IJ at home
nnrl nhro a rl . .irivln l? th P ..elert•on s of colors, m a t erial
anil h 0 1'7 t n J,a..-p t h em mn rl e up.
No. 1~. HOW TO BECOl\fE REAUTIFUL .-One of the
hrl ,l ?htest a nn m os t va lua h lP littl e h ook s eve r g lvPn to
t he w nr l d . F ..-er)•h ody ,yJs h es t o kno w how to b Pco me
:1 °: !stk:;~ and f e male. Th e secr e t Is simple,
8

~~~i"~[,'.',~

No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING
PARTY.-A complete C'omµ endium Of g a m es sports

c a rd diver sions,. comic r ecitations, e t c. , suita b le' for par-'
! or or drawlnec -room en ter ta i n m ent. It conta in~ more
for the mon ey th a n an -. book puhll~h erl .
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIOHT ,-HPller 's second sight rxnla ln ed by bi s form er a ss is t a nt. F r ed Hunt,
,Jr. Explain ing bow the s ecr et dlnl ogu es were carried
on h etwePn the m a g ici a n and th e b oy on th e stng"e; also
giving nlJ the coues anil slgnnls.
No. is. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAllIS.-'I'hls little
h onk gives the explanati on to all kin ds of dreams, tog eth e r with lu cky anrl unlucky rlnv• .
No. 28, HOW TO TELL FORTUNF.S. -Ever v one I~
d esirou s of knowing what his future Jlfp will hrJ ng forth,
wh eth er h a ppin ess or mlRPrY, wealth or poverty. You
enn tell hy a glan ce at this little book . Buy on e and he
convinced.
For sale by a ll newsdealers, or wtlj ne sent t o an7
address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy,
In money or stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher , Inc.
166 West 23d Str eet
New Yor k City

